
Dear Readers,
Every day I pass Juhu Beach on my way to work. 
I crane my neck to look at the sandy beach, hazy with moisture and look at the sea, rough with the monsoon. I think about how prime and 
beautiful the coast could potentially be and what peace of mind and quality of life it could add to our lives of Mumbai Hustle Bustle. 
I wish people would understand the detrimental effects of soiling and throwing garbage on our coastline. I wish people would stop on the edge 
just to see the Ocean and drown in thoughts of energy and life instead of heading to fast food and junk sellers. I wish the beach was lit at night 
and served as a place to unwind, instead of becoming a dungeon of lewd and scary nocturnal activity. 

Today I wondered why, if I knew all these things, do I still make it a point to halt my thoughts and appreciate the 200 odd metres of ocean I see over traffic, dirt 
and noisy honking early in the morning. The answer came to me with a smile. When I look at that small piece of the sea, I am assuring and reminding myself that 
there is yet potential and there is yet hope! 
I long for Mumbai to understand its beauty and unique coastline. Maybe like an unsure and shy teenager, she will come of age too! Maybe the city that cradles our 
Community’s Heritage will understand what it is worth.

Happy reading. 
Freyan
Send me your feedback on freyan@parsi-times.com
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ZIP! ZAP! ZOOOOOOM!
This week we surge ahead with some 
knowledge of our past, in the Shahnameh, 
a celebration of our present and hope for 
the future in To the Finish Line and top it 
off with an afterthought on our Afterlife 
with a Parsi Scholar.



Various religions have 
enlightened man with 
knowledge regarding the 

nature of God/gods, ethics & morals 
for the life of man on earth, and life after 
death, even if one may not concede that 
the knowledge and 
doctrines so 
provided 
b y 

different 
r e l i g i o n s 
are in total 
agreement. 
The present article deals 
with the views of two sciences 
on life after death, viz., Cosmology 
(a branch of Astro-PHYSICS) and 
METAPHYSICS (a broad term which 
covers all that is abstruse, including 
religion, philosophy, theosophy, etc.).
Some time in mid-May 2011, a 
number of brief write-ups and letters 
appeared in different newspapers 
(incl. the Guj. Mum. Samachar) on the 
views of scientist Stephen Hawking 
on life after death, and a possible 
existence of heaven & hell, or of re-
birth.  Hawking is a renowned British 
Space-time Cosmophysicist.  Himself, 
a victim of ‘motor-neurosis’ that has 
left him paralyzed in a wheel-chair 
for the past over 3 decades, Hawking 
is undeterred, saying that he has yet 
much research work left to do.
According to Hawking, there is no life 
after death --- no heaven, hell, rebirth 
--- all these being fairy tales.  As one 
columnist, Mr. S. P. Chheda puts it 
(Mum. Sam. 25/5/11) :  Even the 
Indian Saint, Kabir, was of the same 
opinion when he chanted “After one 
dies, the world drowns with him/
her.”  So then what is the truth? Could 
the answer to this be the proverbial 
“Heaven knows!”?  
Going into details, we first take up 
Religion (a subject more familiar & less 
technical than Science) :  What have 
the various religions to say regarding 
life after death, whether there is 
belief regarding heaven & hell, or re. 
rebirth.  We begin with one of the most 
ancient religions, viz., Zoroastrianism:  

There is no ‘rebirth’ in 
Zoroastrianism, and for that matter 
also none in Judaism, Christianity & 
Islam.  All these four major religions 
hold the belief of an afterlife in the 
form of heaven & hell.  Buddhism 
does not believe in a ‘personal’ God, 
but believes in rebirth.  Shintoism is 
polytheistic.  Even in Hinduism the 
‘rebirth’ theory or dogma was a late 
introduction, having taken firm root 
only around 800 AD with the advent of 
‘Vedanta’.  With the lapse of time the 
rebirth theory had begun to spread far 
and wide, and via cults like theosophy, 
had made inroads into Zoroastrianism.
It is hence that some Parsi scholars had 
begun to read ‘rebirth’ into the Gathas 
(the oldest of Zoroastrian scriptures, 
attributed to the Prophet Zoroaster 
himself).  These scholars picked merely 
on a word here or a phrase there in 
some of the Gatha verses, which they 
translated subjectively and hence 
erroneously, thus being misled into 
reading ‘reincarnation’ in the Gathas.  
The Gathas make clear mention of 
heaven & hell ‘of long duration’, with 
heaven almost eternal.  Hence also 
rebirth on earth is out of question.  
One may also take note of the fact that 
heaven or hell in Zoroastrianism are 
not physical or concrete places (such 
ideas being of a later development 
of the Pahlavi period of Zoroastrian 
history), but they are the ‘states’ of 
the soul after death as per the soul‘s 
conduct on earth.  
We now turn to the views of Science 

& Scientists on after-life. The present 
article was prompted by the renowned 
Space-time physicist, Hawking, who 
had expressed total disbelief in life after 
death.  Now, as would be expected, not 
many scientists prefer to speak or write 
about God in any detail, leaving the 
same to philosophers & metaphysicists.  
Physicist Penrose, for instance, 
equivocates, when he writes that the 
realm of numbers, measurable and 
measureless, would be “the handiwork 
of a supreme Creator or God”, but 
almost immediately proceeds to state 
that he is not the follower of any 
established or institutional religion, 
and avoids the use of words like ‘God’, 
but believes in ‘absolute morality’, 
which he says comes very close to God 
& Religion.
Likewise has Einstein written about 
God in mixed or garbled terms (for 
which uncertainty one cannot blame 
scientists), though from his writings 
it appears that on the whole he does 
accept the existence of God.  One oft-
cited statement of Einstein is “God 
does not play dice”, by which he meant 
that God does not create the Universe 
to leave it to chance later.  
Hawking too states that it is believed 
that God allows the Universe to evolve 

according to a set of laws, and once set, 
does not intervene.  Also, so long as the 
universe had a beginning, we could 
suppose it had a creator or God, but 
according to Space-time Science “the 
universe is completely self-contained, 
(and has no boundary), and hence also 
would have neither beginning nor end.  
It would simply BE.  What place then 
for a creator?”                
Between religion and science, though 
it is true that Science provides us with 
several facts regarding the Universe & 
Space-time Cosmology, and hence also 
a possible ‘Impersonal God’, science 
has its limitations, and so has Religion, 
regarding which Mahatma Gandhi 
had said : ‘No religion is perfect.’  One 
reason is that religions too, like science, 
evolve with time, and even in their 
original or pristine states do not concur 
on a number of points, as for instance 
on life after death, as we saw above.  
In sum, though Science can complement 
Religion, and though both have their 
rightful place and prestige, the main 
fact to be considered when deciding on 
God and afterlife is that we must trust 
the Prophets or founders of all major 
religions, who were inspired souls in 
communion with God, better equipped 
than scientists to enlighten man on 
points relating to God.  Hence, in the 
final analysis, Religion scores over 
Science.  At the same time we may also 
concede the fact that the last word on 
God and life after death yet remains to 
be written.

For any more information on 
the author or views on the subject 

please email us at 
contribute@parsi-times.com 
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Sometimes it is easy to see why the younger generation lags behind in our quest 

to understand and appreciate our Religion. The verbose words, the heavy literary 

structure and not so easy to follow thoughts of scholars tend to faze and scare us. 

Here comes a gentleman, who puts it all into simple and easy language, the kind 

we all understand and follow and the kind that interests everyone from 

the first word to the last. Parsi Times is proud to bring you this 

article by Professor Sam Doctor.

Sam N. Doctor
M.A.,B.Sc.,D.Litt.

Mr. Sam Doctor has done his MA (Gold Medalist) in Ancient 
& Middle Iranian languages;  a B.Sc. in Chemistry-Physics, 
with Maths,  and a diploma in Sanskrit, all at Bombay 
University;  Ph.D. course work (one semester) in Iranian 
and Comparative Oriental Studies (Berkeley Univ., USA), 

and finally a D.Litt.  
He was one-time lecturer & demonstrator  in Physics (Adarsh Science College 
Classes, 1964),  and Head of Dept. of Iranian Studies, Zoroastrian College.  
He also taught Science & Maths, English, & Avestan language at the Andheri 
Madressa or Seminary.
His studies and writings cover a wide range of Orientalia, including  
Indo-Iranian History, Archaeology and specialized Astronomy.    
He has 20  research papers to his credit.  He had also presided over the Iranian 
Section of the All India Oriental Conference, 2002.      
Among 3 projects in 3 different areas of research currently undertaken by 
Doctor, one is the production of a voluminous book on the ‘Gathas’, which 
Doctor is working on for the past 12 years. 

RELIGION, SCIENCE & ZOROASTRIANISM SPEAK
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Adi Jehangir, owner of 
The Jehangir Art Gallery proved 
once again that he has an 90eye 

for artistic talent when he snapped 
up budding artist, Pramila Salian 

from a group of exhibitors. Word is 
she gets her own exhibition at the 

Gallery in September. 

It’s time to catch the cool 
bus before the rest of your 
gang. Transferring snaps 
from Facebook 
to Google’s 
new social 
network G 
Plus takes 
you   a step 
closer! 

Dilshad 
Farrokh Taraporewalla

 studies in Std X of St. Joseph’s Convent High School, 
Vile Parle and recently participated in the State Level Team 

(Mumbai Suburbs) for Tug-of-War which took place on 16-17 
July at Pune. She and her team secured the Gold medal in 

480 kg category! Congrats! 

Shernaz Patel 
gave a monologue in an 

interesting concept Play at the 
Experimental Theatre, NCPA. 

Funny and Thought-provoking try 
to catch One on One as it is 
still running every evening!

Fenix 
at Oberoi Hotel 
has started serving 
Parsi food - 
Dhansak, Prawn 
patio and Chicken 
Salli. So if Mummy 
isn’t feeling up to 
it today why don’t 
you treat her to a 
day out there! Lucky John Abraham, his soon 

to be released flick Force bears 
an uncanny resemblance to Ajay 
Devgan’s Singham, so director 

Nishikant Kamat is troubleshooting 
with a love scene for John and 

co-star Genelia D’Souza. The love 
duet will add a new angle to the 

macho hero’s character. 

Did you 
know
Freddie 
Mercury,
 born as 
Farrokh  
Balsara, 
came 
from a 
Parsi 
family 
living in 
Valsad in 
Gujarat!

Chef 
Vikas Khanna 
of New York fame 
remembers the influence of a 
wholesome Parsi meal when 
he first visited Mumbai! 

It’s high time we saw 
aapro Vivan Bhathena pull 

something other than his 
adorable looks out of the 
hat! He has quit the sipla 

role in Sanskaar Laxmi 
and is involved in two 

Bollywood projects. Best of 
luck Vivan!

Being 
part of the 

garment industry 
has served industrialist 

Ness Wadia well. 
Designer Samant Chauhan 

votes Ness the best 
corporate dresser on the 

Indian
business scene!

80 year old Perviz 
Sopariwalla and 63 year old 
Farrokh Siganporia are two 
of the many residents of 
Patel House on Dockyard 
Road, Mumbai, who have 
borne the brunt of the 
indecisive nature of the 
BMC and Bombay Port 
Trust.  On Monday, a large 
and looming Peepal tree 
crashed into their building. 
Farrokh spoke to the press 
citing the recent work by 
a private construction 
company as the reason.

Ronnie  
Screwvala  
hosted the 
launch of yet 
another  
entertainment 
channel called 
UTV Stars 
with a host  
of his filmy 
friends. 
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Parsi Times chats with young Parsis and asks for their unbiased take on important 

Community issues. We are proud to feature our unedited, young minds.  
Maybe their voices can be heard! 

P. T. QUESTION OF THE WEEK
Do you think that there is a huge generation gap between your grandparents, 

parents and yourself in terms of thinking, perspectives, ideologies about religion, 
marriage and general outlook towards life?

Hey there! Register your YOUNG 
AND FREE voice on 

contribute@parsi-times.com Just 
mail in your name,

 age and contact number. 
Our questions can range from the 

serious to the sensational.
Let us join hands in making a voice 

today for our tomorrow! 
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From 102, Vikas Building, 11 Bank Street, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001.
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Editor : Freyan Bhathena.    Contact Nos.: 6633 0404, Advt.: 6633 0405, Fax : 6633 0406. 
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Anahita Paghdiwalla
Profession : Student
Age  : 20 years
Place  : Fountain
Yes there is a difference between thinking of both 
the generations. They want you to wear Kasti and 
follow all the customs to the T. Marrying a non 
Parsi is not allowed. It can get a little rough but 
it’s ok. As far as I’m concerned these things are not 
given a lot of importance. Ours is a pretty open 
minded family.

Kayannush Dumasia, 
Profession : Student
Age  : 19 years
Place  : Godrej Baug
My grandfather is involved in cricket. He can use 
a mobile well and manage other technological 
devices as well. He is learning whatever he can 
to the best of his abilities. Although he still has 
a problem handling the phone he is learning. As 
far as my parent are concerned, they are pretty 
technologically savvy. They are not much into these 
social networking sites though. But sometimes they 
can be strict and think a little traditionally. Over all 
I think my parents are pretty cool about things.

Karl Boga
Profession : Working
Age  : 28 years
Place  : Godrej Baug 
Yes, there is definitely a difference. I think that our 
older generation is still sticking to old generation 
values. They still believe in the values of their 
time, whereas today’s generation has changed a 
lot. I also believe that most people today are quite 
liberal in their thinking and approach and when it 
comes to following our traditional values we have 
fallen back.  All thoughts about traditions, religion, 
culture etc have changed. Initially marriage out of 
the community was considered to be a taboo but 
now it’s slowly gaining a reluctant acceptance. 
There are many changes in work ethics as well. 
For e.g. in the olden days you had to work for a 
fixed number of hours irrespective of whether u 
have work or not. The attitude was quite formal. 
But today that has changed. Professionalism 
might be the same but the outlook towards one’s 
professional life is much more casual and not so 
serious. It is much less formal. You can work from 
home or part time or on the internet. You have to 
move with time. If one does not bend with time 
then it’s his or her loss.

Dilkhush Reporter,
Profession : Model / Actor
Age  : 29 years 
Basically I think that the generation gap is 
inevitable. It’s bound to be present whether it’s 
one’s personal life, relationships or professional 
life. It’s going to be there. But I think that what is 
even more alarming is that nowadays kids are so 
smart and clever at a very young age. A 5 year old 
is much more aware and quick than a child could 
have been say 10 years ago. There is independence 
and maturity at a very tender age and that freaks 
me out a little. Personally speaking I come from a 
very conventional and old school type of family. 
When I see my nieces and nephews who know 
their minds, know what they want, who they want 
to associate with, their dressing style etc. it’s a little 
scary for me. Imagine if kids aged 10 and 11 years 
are so smart and forward today then what will kids 
be like in the next 10 years. The generation gap is 
going to get wider.

Sanaya Dinshaw,
Profession : Student
Age  : 20 years
Place  : Godrej Baug
Yes definitely there is a generation gap...no doubt 
about it. The fact is that our community is getting 
smaller by the day and I think we should do 
something about it. We should at least allow boys 
to get married outside the community because 
ultimately they are going to remain Parsis only 
so there should not be a problem there. I think 
that’s a very positive and progressive change. 
But unfortunately our elders don’t agree to this 
at all and this is where the generation gap is seen 
prominently

Sarraa Engineer,
Profession : Working 
Age  : 23 years
Place  : Cusrow Baug
Absolutely! Yes there is definitely a difference 
in thinking. But I also think that there will be a 
difference in thinking between my children and 
myself too. It may be because of the fact that our 
elders didn’t have the opportunities and scope 
while growing up that we have now. We have a 
broader outlook towards various things owing 
to the fact that we are in a position to experience 
and see things in a way that our grandparents 
could not. I can give you a very common example. 
When our parents or grandparents were young 
there were no nightclubs. So they frown at Parsi 
girls going to pubs. Their line of thinking is that, 
“We didn’t go to any clubs so why should you? It’s 
not something you can’t live without.” I think this 
is quite a common problem that is faced by Parsi 
girls.

Manizeh Mistry
Profession : Working 
Age  : 24 years
Yes definitely. For example at times my mother 
and I can look at a thing completely differently. 
They are two different points of view. E.g. 
parents think that it’s better to stick to one job for 
some time, earn your PF etc, and be stable there 
instead of jumping jobs. Personally speaking 
today I’m working at a place where I don’t have 
any of these. I only get my salary plus some 
other perks but my mom thinks I should stick 
to this job for certain duration before changing 
jobs. Then there’s the difference in thinking over 
the concept of marriage. If I had to marry a guy 
outside the community I wouldn’t mind because 
after all I have to live my life happily with him 
irrespective of which religion he belongs to. I 
think it’s ok. I wouldn’t think that, “Oh God I’m 
not marrying a Zoroastrian”. But my elders don’t 
think that way.

Zubin Bhathena
Profession : Student
Age  : 20 years
Yes of course! Definitely there is a generation gap. 
There is a huge difference in thinking. It’s quite 
genuine. Today’s generation might be ok with any-
thing but our grandparents or parents might not 
agree. I think that the generation gap between our 
kids and us will not be so much. 

Peenaz Damania
Profession : Student
Age  : 19 years
I think this gap is present. I believe that this gap 
would differ between our parents as well as our 
grandparents. Everyone has a different set of 
mentalities. We are more open, fast paced and for 
me this is the biggest difference.
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Ancient history of Iran with 
its myths and legends makes 
a fascinating reading besides 
being an absolute must for 
our youngsters to know and 
be proud of its greatness 
which also happen to be our 
roots. Legends of Iran are as 
interesting as those of Sparta, 
Greece or Rome.
Firdausi’s Shahnameh begins 
with the Peshdadian dynasty 
somewhere during the later 
stone age but there were 
four other dynasties before 
it, during what is called the 
Indo-Iranian period, viz the 
Mahabdian, Jayanian, the 
third dynasty was established 
by Shah Kuleev and the fourth 
was the Yassanian dynasty. 
How Shahnameh came to be 
written is very interesting. 
Xenophon mentions that 
the history of each day was 
recorded meticulously in 

the chronicles of the Persian 
courts. Persian kings were 
very particular about the 
maintenance of historical 
records. There existed 
parchment archives in the 
times Artaxerxes Mnemon. 
It was the unfortunate 
king Yezdegard Sheriar 
who entrusted the work of 
systematically arranging 
these works and bringing 
them up to date to a learned 
squire named Daneshwar 
who with the help of the other 
Dasturs compiled the Pahlavi 
work Bastan-nameh (history 
of the past) or Khodai-nameh 
(history of the Kings) Bastan-
nameh was translated into 
Arabic sometime in the 8th 
century AD.
 After the Arab conquest 
Bastan-nameh fell into the 
hands of a common soldier 
who took it with him  to 
Abyssinia and from there 
and finally it landed in India 
where it came into the hands 
of one Yacub bin Leith, a high 
born person of the Sassanian 
lineage who took it to Persia 
where he founded the Saffarid 
dynasty. He got the Arabic 
translation which was up to 
the Sassanid king Khushru 

Parvez translated back into 
Persian and got it updated 
right up to the reign of 
Yezdegard Sheriar. Sometime 
around the mid 10th century, 
Shah Nuh the second of 
Samanid dynasty appointed 
his court poet Dakiki to 
compose Shahnameh, based 
on the Bastan-nameh in verse 
form.  Dakiki started to do so 
but after about a thousand 
couplets he was murdered by 
a slave. 
The Gaznavids overthrew 
the Samanids and the Bastan-
nameh fell into the hands of the 
famous Mahmud of Ghazni. 
Mahmud loved everything 
Persian and was a great 
patron of Persian literature. 
He started collecting all 
the historical data and he 
entrusted his court poets with 
all the information he had 
collect. He wanted them to 
compose the Iranian history 
of the Kings. It is possible that 
he was not satisfied with their 
progress and so he appointed 
one Abul-Casim Hosan bin 
Muhammad bin Al Firdausi 
At Tusi Known the world 
over by his pen name Firdausi 
or Firdausi Tusi, King of 
eloquence. 

with Dara Khodaiji

Choreographer Shiamak 
Davar received an 
honorary doctorate 

from Middlesex University in 
recognition of his contribution 
to entertainment in India and 
throughout the world. The 
49-year-old choreographer, 
famous for bringing together 
Indian and Western dance 
styles, was presented with 
his degree at a ceremony in 
London on July 22.
Beside a number of 
Bollywood films, Shiamak 
has choreographed for 
Oscar winning composer AR 
Rahman. He also directed 
the Commonwealth Games 
ceremonies in Melbourne and 
Delhi. “I am truly honoured 
to receive the award of 
Doctor of the University from 

Middlesex University. My 
parents, both pioneers in the 
field of education, imbibed 
the importance of education 
in me. I am blessed to be able 
to continue their legacy as 
a dance educationist,” said 
Shiamak. “I started my journey 
in the field of performing arts 
in the UK and receiving this 
honour completes this circle”.
Shiamak’’s award 
is a part of the 
U n i v e r s i t y ’ s 
a n n u a l 
g r a d u a t i o n 
celebrations, with 
honorary degrees 
presented to 
people who 
have made an 
o u t s t a n d i n g 
contribution to 
their profession or 
the community. 
“Middlesex is 
an international 
university so we 
are thrilled to 

honour a truly international 
entertainer. We have a strong 
relationship with India and 
welcoming a talent like 
Shiamak to our graduation 
ceremony will inspire the next 
generation of performers and 
artists both in India and here 
in London,” said Middlesex 
University Vice-Chancellor 
Michael Driscoll.

Shiamak Davar honoured with 
Middlesex University Doctorate

Dear Readers,

As a Community we are philanthropic in 
nature and have always rushed to the side 

of our elders, our children and the suffering. 
Parsi Times has encouraged you to vote, 

donate blood and to look into good causes. 

This week we were drawn to a cause 
which has been helped by organizations like 

WZO and numerous individuals within 
the Community. 

There is a lady amongst our great Community 
who has borne the costs and consequences of 

an ailing family for very long and has now 
been diagnosed with an unfortunate disease. 

Her condition is curable at a cost of over 
25 lakhs. She appealed to us and gave us all 

the correct documentation for the same. 

If any of you have anything to spare for a 
medical cause, we would request you to 

contact Mr. Homi  Dalal 
on 9920705713 

for more details. 

SPACE DONATED BY MS. MISTRY 

AN APPEAL



Mehran Felfeli 
founded EthiX on 
the very principles 

that Parsis across the board 
are appreciated for, their 
sound values, honesty and 

Mehran R. Felfeli

genuine caring attitude 
to everything they deal 
with. Today, his 3-year old 
Investment Consultancy 
Firm manages a substantial 
amount of money which 
grows as fast and sturdily as 
his client base and his good 
reputation. 

We catch up with Mehran 
once a week this month 
where he passionately tells 
us how to manage our hard 
earned paisa! 

Parsi Paisa
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If you think you are one of 
those immortal characters 
that come right out of the 

comic books then don’t take 
a Life cover. Life Insurance is 
one product which you should 
have it when you don’t need 
because when you need one 
you cannot have it. Insurance 
helps you provide a safety 
net for your family when 
you do the tight rope walk. 
Unfortunately it is considered 
as one of the most mis-sold 
products in our country 
today thanks to the heavy 
commission that agents can 
thrive upon. But don’t let that 
keep you away from buying 
enough cover to protect your 
family in case of any mishaps.

Who must buy? – Today 
all of us lead hectic lives with 

unhealthy lifestyles... we all 
want to live forever with our 
loved one, but that is one wish 
no genie can grant!!! So if you 
have loved ones you care for 
and want to ensure that your 
dreams for them come true 
whatever happen may then 
you must buy a life cover. Life 
cover is especially essential if 
you have any liabilities in the 
form of loans or credit taken.

How much to buy? - As 
a rule of thumb when you 
are buying your first Life 
Insurance Policy it is suggested 
that you should have a 
Insurance Cover of at least 6 to 
8 times of your annual income. 
There are many different 
scientific methods available to 
access the total Life Insurance 
Cover. The need for Insurance 

changes and increases 
with age depending on the 
combination of factors like the 
number of dependents,your 
liabilities & your income & 
expenses. It is advised that one 
should review his Insurance 
needs every 3 years. Every 
individual is different and his 
needs are different and one set 
of rules for Insurance cannot 
be applied to all.

When to buy? - NOW, 
if you don’t have any 
life cover and you 
are income-earning 
individual. Please 
don’t wait to have 
a family to buy 
life insurance. 
The earlier 
you start the 
better, as 
p r e m i u m 
that you pay 
for a policy 
is based at 
the age at 
which you 
start... so 
the earlier 
you take it 
the cheaper is t h e 
premium.

Don’t rely solely on the 
life insurance offered by your 
employer as this amount of 
coverage is usually not enough 
to adequately meet your life 
insurance needs. The cover is 
generally given as a part of 
the group insurance policy, 

and hence it is not portable, 
meaning that if you leave 
your job, you can’t take your 
life insurance coverage with 
you. So when you retire and 
if you do not have a personal 
policy then my friend you are 
asking for trouble.

What to buy? - There 
are term policies, or pure 

i n s u r a n c e 

coverage. 
And there 

are the many 
variants of whole life, 

which combine an investment 
product with pure term 
insurance and build cash 
value.

Keep your investing and 
insurance strictly separate. 
Dont get tempted by Cash 
back or money return policies 
or ULIP products which show 
great returns on paper but are 
unable to translate it back to 
real money coming into your 

bank account( especially since 
you are paying high premium 
for it)

Go for a pure life term 
insurance which will help you 
get a larger cover with very 
low premiums. 

Whom to buy it from? - 
Buying Life insurance is not 
about writing a cheque to 
oblige your nephew, cousin, 
friend or your Banker. A lot 
of life insurance policies 
become “orphan” 

because 
the agent 

switched his 
profession or the 

banker thought his 
job was over after 

peddling the product. 
Selling a life insurance 

policy is just about 10% of the 
effort, servicing it quarter-on-
quarter, year-on-year requires 
tremendous amount of focus, 
dedication and love for this 
profession. When you buy a 
life insurance policy, you are 
not just buying a product, 
you are buying a relationship. 
Ensure that you are buying 
from the right source.

Also check the insurance 
company- experience, market 
standing, customer service 
levels  and most important- 
their claim settlement process.

SUPERMAN ALSO NEEDS LIFE INSURANCE....

It is 
s a i d 

that a 
m i d d l e - a g e d 
person in his life-
time shakes hands over 16,000 times.

A split second gesture, if 
done right, the handshake can 
communicate a lot. Paying attention 

to the way you conduct is will only 
help your image. 

When you shake hands it is 
important to concentrate on a 

couple of things: The holding time 
period, the pressure of the palm, 
the eye contact, etc. 

The ideal handshake 
should not go over 5 seconds. 
Longer than that especially 
with someone of the opposite 
sex could be misconstrued as a 

message of another kind.  
The pressure should not be too 

much or too little, a light shake is  
appreciated. 

Try to hold eye contact while 
shaking someone’s hand. It completes 
the gesture well. This holds especially 
true when you meet someone new. 

A smile on your face during this 
introduction is a good boost!

If you are approached for an 
introduction and an imminent 
handshake, make sure you stand up. 
If you are holding a briefcase, drink or 
anything else shift it to your left hand 
instead of placing it on a counter, 
you might feel a little lost post the 
introduction if you don’t and it might 
lead to some awkwardness and a 
break in the new conversation. 

A proper handshake is the work of 
a strong elbow. Sometimes when you 
are already very close to the person 
a handshake can go a step further. 
If you are very close to opposite 
person, then you may hold hands for 
longer period and start immediate 
conversation or go a step-further like 
Munnabhai Ki Jaddoo Ki Jhappi. 
I have many a times seen people 
embracing each other in bear hugs 
and patting each other’s backs, with 

vigour to show genuine happiness.
If you are a Diplomat/ 

Ambassador/Cabinet-Minister/
Govt. High Officials, etc. you are 
excused from the regular hand shake 
rules. We know you have to handshake 

for the film and cameramen!
- Hoshang T. Sethna

SHAKING HANDS

Contd. on Page 10



Anti-ageing hormone 
and lifestyle therapy 
to extend life span and 

quality is all the rage amongst 
baby boomers. A nice side 
effect of anti-ageing methods 
is a dramatic weight loss, 
especially with drugs, such as 
growth hormone and anabolic 
steroids.

It’s a well known fact that 
being overweight is a risk to 
your health but few people 
know that carrying too much 
weight also speeds up the 
ageing process in your body. 

In other words you will gain 
years to your life by losing 
the extra pounds, because 
carrying extra weight puts 
more stress on your body 
and heart you are basically 
wearing your body out faster 
than normal.

There are certain factors 
when it comes to the ageing 
process that you cannot stop 
or delay but by losing excess 
weight you can slow down 
the rate which your body ages 
in significantly. 

Exercising is 
another anti-ageing 
tool. Keeping your 
bones, muscles and 
cardiovascular system 
healthy slows down the 
ageing process severely.

We are all born with a 
certain amount of years 
ahead of us. Unless 
anything happens to us 
on the way we will live to see 
our grand children grow up 
and hopefully get married. 
However being obese most 
of your life is reducing the 
chance for you to even reach 
the age of 65.

Those who are obese are 
more likely to experience 
kidney trouble, heart disease, 
diabetes, high blood pressure, 

complications of pregnancy 
and psychological problems. 
Liver damage is also common 
in overweight persons.

There are also certain 
supplements you can 
take to delay the ageing 
process besides a regular 
multi vitamin and mineral 
supplement. Coenzyme Q-10 
is a substance in our bodies 
that aids our cells during the 
process of respiration and the 
levels of Q-10 are reduces as 
we age.

Another supplement 
that helps keeping our cells 
healthy and young is DNA 
(deoxyribonucleic acid) and 
RNA (ribonucleic acid). Both 
these substances help nourish 
the cells and rejuvenate 
deteriorating cells. SOD 
(super oxide dismutase) is 
another enzyme that also is 

fighting the ageing process 
of our cells by protecting 
our cells against all the free 
radicals we are exposed to 
daily from pollution.

As far as what other 
supplements we can take to 
help our body stay younger 
longer the antioxidants 
(weight loss vitamins) are 
a must. Vitamin A, C, E 

and Selenium are the four 
antioxidants that will help 
our body keeping the free 
radicals in check from all the 
pollutants we inhale.

Again, drinking a lot of 
water every day is also a 
great anti-ageing tool that 
helps you lose some weight 
at the same time. Water has 
a rejuvenating effect for our 
inside and will also help 
keeping our skin young 
looking and moisturized.

Getting a sufficient 
amount of protein in your 
diet is very important as we 
get older to keep our muscles 

from atrophying as 
well as supplying 

your body 

with a well balanced diet to 
keep the weight down. By 
increasing your protein and 
lowering your carbohydrate 
intake, you can lose unwanted 
pounds and keep them off.

Additional protein intake, 
whether its from food or 
protein supplements, such as 
whey protein & soy protein, 
will also help keeping your 
skin healthy and elastic with 
the help of collagen, which is 
made from amino acids that 
are the building blocks of 
protein. The sooner you make 
the decision to get on a diet 
and lose the excess weight 
the sooner you start adding 
quality time to your own life.

Tushna Mehta
A shopaholic who fills 
her cupboard with the 
spoils of professional 
styling. Tushna Mehta 
has worked with the 
famous b:blunt hair 
professionals for a 
while and is ready to 
share her knowledge 
and passion for tresses!
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Cutting hair for a child is 
basically the same for 
an adult, except that a 

child’s hair is usually thin and 
baby soft. If the child’s hair 
is thin, avoid short cuts for 
now until their hair comes in 
thicker.

Children nowadays start 
to take an interest in their own 
hair if they are encouraged in 
the right way. Encourage them 
to follow an entire regime of 
hygienic hair practices. It is 
important to show a child 
(when they are willing), how 
to properly shampoo and 
rinse their own hair. You 
can also teach them how to 
detangle, comb and brush 

their hair. Try also to get them 
to develop good eating habits 
because healthy hair is very 
dependent on high quality 
carbohydrates and plenty of 
fresh fruit and vegetables. 
Good nutrition will promote 
shine and condition at any 
age.

Use a mild kids shampoo, 
preferably in the child’s 
favorite color or scent. 
Sometimes children are more 
willing to wash their hair with 
a fun shampoo, especially if it 
doesn’t sting their eyes. Kid’s 
shampoo contain less amount 
of silicon and less sodium 
laureth sulphate which is 
the detergent agent in the 

shampoo so its keeps their 
hair soft and shiny

You can also comb 
conditioner in while the child’s 
hair is still wet. Children 
need conditioner too (avoid 
heavy and stick conditioners 
that are specifically called 
‘light’ conditioners). Kids 
conditioners are made 
specially light and for kids 
hair type.

You may have heard 
disturbing head lice myths, 
like “it only happens to poor 
people” or “it’s because you 
don’t wash your hair”. In fact, 
head lice don’t discriminate 
on the basis of your income, 
and they actually favour 

clean hair. It could happen 
to anyone and happens to 
children faster and spreads 
easier. The best way to get 
rid of it is physically sitting 
and pulling them out and 
immersing lice in hot water 
with a bit of dettol/savlon. 
Throwing them on the floor 
is not advisable as they can 
lie dormant on the floor for 
7 yrs until they jump onto 
somebody else’s hair. Once 
they are out its advisable to 
clean the sheets, shower caps, 
clothes and other things if 
come in contact with the child. 

KARING FOR YOURS KIDS KURLS

Ingredients:
500 grams tinned/stewed 
fruit (drained)
1 cup flour (sieved)
1 teaspoon baking powder
2 egg yolks
50 grams butter/margarine
Ice cold water 
1 egg (lightly beaten)
Directions:
In a large pie dish, spread 
the fruit. Pour half a cup of 
drained fruit juice over it. 
Combine the pastry 
ingredients with a light hand 
and roll into a ball. Place the 
pastry in the fridge for ten 
minutes.
Roll out the pastry and lay 

over the fruit. Make vents 
and brush with the beaten 
egg. Place in a hot oven for 
20-30 minutes or till golden 
brown.

Fruit Pie

Purveen Dubash is a 
chef with many knives in 
her pretty home kitchen 
cabinet. From TV anchor 
to educator to author she 
is armed with culinary 
skills to put your tummy 
into a hypnotic state. We 
are proud to present to 
you her recipes which have 
the unique distinction of 
being not only simple to 
follow but yummy to taste!

RECIPE

ANTI-AGEING AND WEIGHT LOSS
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A few years ago, the excitement 
of Formula One Racing caught 
the eye of the average Indian 

Sports Lover. The track, the scoring, the 
champagne flowing on the podium… 
just some of the adrenalin pumping 
images of the sport dominated by 
Europeans for the longest time. 
There were in the country, as there 
always are, people who took this 
interest to the next level. One of them 
was Rayomand Banajee. A young 
boy who was inspired by F1 races on 
TV and became the Indian Karting 
Champion of 2006. 
Rayo achieved all that there was to 
achieve in terms of accolades for the 
sport within India and also participated 
on the international stage. Today he 
is fulfilling the dream of training and 
readying Gen Next for the same and 
more. 
The challenges are enormous. Rayo 
and his team of karting enthusiasts, 
who enroll for training at Rayo Racing, 

wake up at the crack of dawn most 
Saturdays, convene, and begin a five 
hour journey to Kohlapur to practice 
on one of three Karting Tracks in 
India. (The other two tracks are in 
Coimbatore and Hyderabad.) They 
race through the day on the high speed 
machines, practicing for the April to 
October Annual Season and then drive 
the five hour journey back to Mumbai 
in regular traffic and a regular car. 
Each one of the people in the entourage 
loves speed and the sport enough to 
invest time, money and a substantial 
amount of hope in the 
weekly trip. 
India does not breed 
these Karting Champions 
with the space and the 
financial backing they 
need. In spite of this, we 
have produced some stars 
and some potentials who 
have grown into the sport 
extremely fast without 

the luxuries 
and facilities 
of their 
European counterparts. 
Rayo with all his influence 
and skill has been scouring 
for 10 acres in Mumbai to 
be able to get something 
started in  the heart of 
the Metro. That as we all 
know, is next to impossible 
without the effort and 
influence of a big brand. 
Brands like JK Tyres and 
engine makers ROTAX have 
kept their end of the deal, 
unlike many other sponsors 
who disappeared as soon as 
the hype and novelty value 
dimmed a few years ago. 

In India, Championships still 
run from April through the year till 
October. Here participants pile onto 
the track in numerous catagories and 
compete in a series of 4 to 6 races 
over the months, till the highest point 
collectors, finally push pedals at the big 
race in October. The basic catagories 
are Micro, with participants from age 
7 to 12, Junior with participants aged 
13 to 16 and Senior for 
anyone above 16. 
The tracks and 
technology has 
definitely moved with 
the times and the karts 
are at least 4 times 
more powerful than the 
ones we all dabbled in 
during the early years 
of Karting in India. The 
karts go from 18 bhp for the Micro to 
22 bhp for Junior and 28 bhp for the 
Senior level. The Micros are definitely 
slower and the shift from a Micro level 
to a Junior level is drastic for a student. 
The karts don’t usually weigh more 
than 80 kgs in total. 
While there are a few Indian makes, 
Rayo and his team choose to race and 
practice on Cosmic Karts imported 
from Italy so that when the time comes 
and the international arena beckons, 
they are ready for the real thing. 
In the Indian Karting Circuit, there 
isn’t really much to look forward to in 
terms of prize money.  Enthusiasts train 

and spend 
from their 
own pocket 
unless they 
come upon 
the unlikely 
benevolence 
of a sponsor, 
with a dream 
of representing 
India on 
the world 
stage. Once 
the media 

eye is caught, then the chance of 
Brand Ambassadorship and larger 
sponsorship is more likely. Till then, 
there is little respite from the drain. 
Rayo says that every time a new 
student joins in he emphasizes the 
reality of the future as it stands today 
and no one has any illusions about it. 
The best you can hope for is to practice 
hard enough and to want it bad enough 
in order to achieve the best you can 
and break through the highest ceiling 
in the Karting scene of India. 
Some of Rayomand’s students 
over the years have been able 
to do this well and two of them 
have represented us recently at the 

I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
Championships in Macau.  Since 2006 
when Rayo Racing was founded, 
the team has collectively bagged 10 
championships and 110 trophies for 
individual races. 
This year all hopes are pinned on a 
strong little Parsi Champion from 
Dadar, Mumbai. 

Jehan Daruvala 
is on track to the 
Internat ional 
Stage at the 
tender age of 
12. (he turns 13 
on the 2nd of 
October). 
Described by 
his coach Rayo, 
Jehan definitely 

has the talent and the drive. His talent 
is constantly harnessed by physical 
training and weekly karting sessions 
with Rayo. When he races, he races for 
himself and in the process has pumped 
a lot of enthusiasm into his family, 
friends and team. 
Multiple Championships are being 
held and for a better chance at the 
big time and for the love of the sport 
Rayo and his team have created a 
permutation and combination of races 
to fill up their sporting calendar for the 
year. 
The month ahead is a busy one for his 
star student. 
This year itself, Jehan made the jump 
from Micro Karts to Junior Karts and 
despite the immense difference in the 
power and performance of the two 
categories, he has managed to win all 
4 races of the JK Tyre National Rotax 
Karting Championship 2011 so far. The 
last two races are to be held in Delhi 
at a temporary constructed track on 
the 6th of October. Last year he won 
the Championship Trophy at the same 
Championship in the Micro Category.

A CURRENT CHAMPION AND A SUPERB TRAINER FACE THE ODDS AND REV ONTO THE WORLD STAGE THIS SEASON. 
Parsi Times catches up with Rayomand Banajee and Jehan Daruvala. 

By P.T. Editor Freyan

This year all hopes 

are pinned on a strong 

little Parsi Champion 

from Dadar, Mumbai.

Before October 

however, Jehan will see an 

international stage 

much bigger 

and more competitive 

than he has 

ever been on.

Contd. on Page 10.



1. Can you tell us a little bit about 
your background in the glamour 
world?

I actually started working in this 
industry about 10 years back. I did 
some print shooting while I was 
studying. But I always wanted to do 
ramp modelling. Initially it was very 
hobby driven. I did it because I really 
liked it. I was only 18 then. Then 
gradually one thing led to another 
and the more I spoke to people the 
more they told me that I should look at 
doing TV commercials. They said that 
I had a commercial suitable face. I did 
Balaji’s Kasam Se and then I went on to 
be a prime time anchor on channel E24. 
After that I did Khotey Sikkey by Yashraj. 
Now I will be endorsing Whirlpool for 
3 years. I also did a lot of commercials 
with Saif, Rani and Hritik.
2. Did you always know that you 
wanted to be a part of the glamour 
world?

 Yes. I always wanted to be a model. 
I think that acting just happened along 
the way. I remember that when I was 
around 9 years old or so I was asked 
to write an essay in class on what I 
wanted to be when I grew up. I wrote 
that I wanted to be a model. Model. 
Not an actor. I was the odd one out. 
Even then I knew what models were 
and since then I wanted to be a part 
of this industry. My teachers were so 

surprised that I knew the difference 
between a model and an actor. More 
than half of my class said they wanted 
to become doctors and engineers but I 
knew even then what my true calling 
was.
3. You are also a part of the ZYNG 
team. What is your role there?

Yes I’m very actively involved 
with ZYNG. We are a committee of 
around 18 to 20 people who try our 

hardest to make all the activities of 
the organization a success. We have 
different views and opinions and we 
try to utilize them in the best interest 
of ZYNG. All of us have a different set 
of duties. Personally I handle events 
at ZYNG i.e. social service and social 
interaction events. We conceptualize 
and execute these ideas. But eventually 
we work together as a team.
4. What’s next on your agenda?

Currently I have finished Khotey 
Sikkey and there are a couple of other 
things in my kitty. I might opt for a 
reality show. I’m going to endorse 
Whirlpool for the next three years.
5. If not a model/actor, you would 
have been???...

I wanted to pursue a career in 
management. I also studies Human 
Resource. I found it very interesting. 
But one day my parents sat me down 
and asked me to make a decision. 
I could not sail in two boats. I gave 
myself a time frame of 6 months to 
see if the glamour world suited me 
and thankfully it didT. So that was 
the deciding factor for me.  I also 
regularly worked with an NGO called 
Akansha. It was an integral part of my 
life. We used to teach English, Maths 
and Geography to street kids there. I 
used to go there at least twice a week. 
It was not a career option but it was 
something that I really enjoyed doing.
6. Have you considered working in 
Bollywood?

Bollywood is not a prime option 
for me right now. The routine and 
the rat race in Bollywood are beyond 
my understanding, capabilities and 
perception. It doesn’t really hold my 
interest at the moment. I am very 

happy and content with what I am 
doing now. I’m ambitious but not 
overly ambitious. 
7. Can you share with P.T. one piece 
of advice that has always stayed with 
you?

The one piece of advice that keeps 
me going as a human being, a model 
and an actor is ‘live and let live’. You 
find your comfort zone and don’t step 
on someone else’s. It’s something that 
I really follow. If someone does try to 
step on my space then I try to keep my 
distance from such a person.
8. A compliment that still makes you 
smile???...
 It was something very sweet that 
happened when I was doing Khotey 
Sikkey. The show had a lot of fan 
following and people posted their 
comments on Facebook. There 
was a little boy of about 13 
years or so who said that he 
found me very charming and 
loved my smile. But the real 
compliment came when he 
said that I reminded him 
of his sister who stayed 
somewhere else. I 
thought that 
it was really 
heartwarming.
9. Whom do you look 
up to on and off the ramp?

On the ramp I think it 
would be Mehr Jesia, Aditi 
Govitrikar and Dipannita Sharma. 

They are doing great. Off the ramp it 
is Sushmita Sen who I think is really 
nice. She does what she believes in 
and in her own way. Apart from that 
she comes across as a fantastic human 
being.
10. According to you, what is your 
strength that gives you an added 
advantage over others in the field?

I believe I have the patience that 
is very essential in this field. It helps 
you to sustain in the industry. I’m also 
always ready to learn. I initially started 
with only ramp modeling then turned 
to TVCs followed by television. I have 
grown from strength to strength. 
I think that nothing can replicate 
perseverance and hard work.
11. You are in t h i s 
field since some time 
now. What 
have you 
learned about 
yourself along 
the way?

FACT FILE
•	DOB:	20th	May
•	Loves	to	dance	and	read
•	Featured	in	the	ZYNG	

2011	calendar	
•	Part	of	the	ZYNG	team

I would like to convey the message that 
all that glitters is definitely not gold. 

You need to put in hard work and perseverance. 
Your values are also very important. Keep that in mind. 

Every industry has its pros and cons and so does the media industry. 
You have to make sure that you have your principles intact 

and you are moving in the right direction. 
Don’t enter this field for fame and glam. 

The most important thing is that you must enjoy your work.

Dilkhush Reporter shares strong messages for our youth interested 
in glamour and appreciates talent with enthusiasm and grace. Parsi 
Times catches up with the girl who puts the “whirl” in Whirlpool!

by Stuti Dholakia



What are the points to 
remember when you finalise 
on your insurance policy? 

Tell the whole truth and 
nothing but the truth - If 
you’re thinking 
about lying on 
your insurance 
a p p l i c a t i o n , 
think again. If 
your insurance 
company finds 
out that you lied 
about a health-
related condition 
or your lifestyle 
(e.g., smoking 
habit), they 
may be able to 
terminate your 
coverage or 
worst still, reject the claim 
when you are no more.

Ensure you have the policy 
illustrations & everything 
the advisor has spoken to 
you in writing. Don’t accept 
empty words stated by the 
advisor. Also note that the 
policy illustrations only state 
the expected return and don’t 
confirm the exact amount you 
may receive as benefit.

Read the fine print - 
As they say ‘the devil is 
in the details’. Therefore, 
understand the characteristics 
of the policy, the charges 
etc., before you buy an 
insurance policy. Insurance is 
a long-term contract generally 

spanning over decades. Also, 
these contracts have very little 
flexibility. A wrong insurance 
product can financially injure 

for a very long time, unlike 
many other financial products. 
Therefore, one should be extra 
careful and cautious when 
deciding on how much to 
insure, how long to insure, 
which policy to buy, etc

Check your policy 
document when it arrives 
- Please don’t put away the 
policy document in your 
cupboard without going 
through the same thoroughly. 
Often the insurer may have 
made some error in the policy 
document like your name, 
address, age etc. Please get it 
corrected at the earliest. Do 
not wait for the claim to arise 
to complain!!

The Last Opportunity 
“Free look period” – As 
consumers, we often end up 
buying a product that we 
later regret buying because 

we bought the 
wrong product, 
or didn’t get the 
specifications 
right, or realize 
that we were 
wrongly sold 
the product. 
Don’t worry if 
this is the case 
of your life 
insurance.

Our insurance 
r e g u l a t o r , 
I R D A , 
allows every 

policyholder 15-days from 
the receipt of the policy to 
revisit his or her purchase 
decision. Up to the end of 
this period, you are free to 
re-think and reverse your 
insurance purchase decision, 
by returning your policy to 
the insurance company and 
asking for your premium to be 
returned to you.

So don’t shy away from 
life insurance, get adequate 
cover to ensure that your 
loved ones are taken care 
of financially in case of 
unforeseen consequence. 
So stop thinking you are 
Rajnikant or Superman and 
take a Pure Term Cover.

Continued
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In the beginning I didn’t 
know that I was ready to learn. 
A  Parsi actor is always asked 
if he or she is comfortable with 
speaking Hindi. But you have 
to do it. I didn’t know my 
capacity and the level to which 
I could push myself. I have 
understood that I’m ready to 
work hard and persevere.  
12. According to you who are 
the other promising Parsi 
faces in the glamour world?

Freddy, Viraf and Hufriya 
are doing so great for 
themselves. Apart from that I 
think Arnavaz Kollah is very 
promising. I have seen some 
of her work and I think that 
she will do great if she really 
wants to. There are a couple of 
other girls who featured in the 
ZYNG calendar who I thought 
were fabulous. They were 

so confident! There is a lot of 
new talent coming in. There is 
someone called Mark Parakh 
who I think is here to stay. He 
is a pianist and an actor. He 
has also made a short film and 
he was my co-star in Khotey 
Sikkey. He is definitely a find.
13. Parsi Times is a newspaper 
for the youth, apolitical and 
cool. What’s your take on our 
initiative?

I think P.T. comes across as 
an interesting paper. It carries 
a lot of features that I would 
like to read. It’s great that its 
youth centric. But I would 
like to tell P.T. to remain just 
as apolitical always as you are 
now. I’m sure that there are a 
lot of youngsters working for 
the paper and that’s just great. 
14. What would you like to 
tell our young Parsis who 
want to get in to the glamour 
world?

I would like to convey the 
message that all that glitters 
is definitely not gold. You 
need to put in hard work and 
perseverance. Your values are 
also very important. Keep that 
in mind. Every industry has its 
pros and cons and so does the 
media industry. You have to 
make sure that you have your 
principles intact and you are 
moving in the right direction. 
Don’t enter this field for fame 
and glam. The most important 
thing is that you must enjoy 
your work.

HAPPY AT HEART
Contd. from Page 09

Contd. from Page 06

Superman also needs...

NEWS STAND
Dear Readers,
12,000 Issues Now! 
If someone you know has not received a 
copy of our weekly, please request them 
to take a stroll down to any one of these 
places where they have so graciously 
agreed to keep our copies for free 
distribution this week! 
• Colaba - AGA Stores (Cusrow Baug)
• Fountain -  Devji  Shripal & Co., 

Ideal Corner
 Roshni Food Point
• Dhobitalao - Kerawala & Co., Paris Bakery
• Churchgate - Bhikha Behram Well
• Andheri - Mazda Wines
• Bandra - RTI, Tata Agiary
• Tardeo (Nana chowk) - PAC , CHUNG-FA
• Dadar Parsi Colony - Aarey Milk Centre, Opp. Rustom 

Framna Agiary.
For Advertising rates please contact: 

(022) 66330405 or advertise@parsi-times.com

Contd. from Page 08 TO THE FINISH LINE
Winning each of the 5 rounds 
as well, a feat no other catagory 
participants could achieve. 
Next week, Jehan tries his luck 
at the next round of the ROTAX 
National Championship in 
Hyderabad. But judging from 
the track record and the skill, 
we think luck doesn’t need to 
fit into the picture at all! If all 
goes as hoped and planned 
Jehan will be at the finish line 
of the International Event at 
Dubai. 
With 6 of 8 races done, Jehan 
is also the current leader in 
the Junior Yamaha Category 
in the ‘All Stars Karting 
Championship’ in Malaysia. 
The Championship doesn’t 
come to India at all, so Jehan 
travels back and forth to 
Malaysia for the rounds. He 
even has his own kart parked 
there. If nothing else we 
entrust him with bragging 
rights for the same. Which 
12 year old can say, that he 
has an international standard 

racing car waiting for him 
somewhere across the world? 
Jehan has done the rounds for 
the Championship in April, 
May and July and heads 
there again with the team 
in September. Apart from 
collecting a good amount of 
points in each of the races for 
the Championship, Jehan won 
a race in May. 
Before October however 
Jehan will see an international 
stage much bigger and more 
competitive than he has ever 
been on. He has been chosen 
to represent India at the CIK 
Academy Trophy, which is 
a part of the World Under 
18 Karting Championship in 
France. 
The opportunity to star in 
this World Championship 
comes via the sponsorship 
and recognition Jehan receives 
from the JK Tyres FMSCI 
National Rotax Karting 
Championship. Jehan, Rayo 
and Team members will 

fly in early to practice and 
then compete in this coveted 
arena. Many International 
Champions of the Sport 
have been bred by the CIK 
Academy and the pressure to 
perform will be immense. The 
August race is the second in 
the series and will require a 
tense jump from Asian level of 
quality performance to one of 
an international caliber. 
The emotional support for 
Jehan Daruvala grows as 
he acquires more and more 
fans everyday. He schools at 
Bombay Scottish, Mahim and 
spends his weekends doing 
what he loves best. His idols 
are his father and Fernando 
Alonso, the Spanish Ferrari 
driver on Formula 1. 
Rayomand Banajee continues 
to teach fearless minds to put 
their energy onto the track. 
The pair will be practicing in 
France this Pateti weekend, 
hoping the New Year brings 
new life to their sport in India. 
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v$ugipv$ afp¡M spfp‘p¡fhpgp, rhg¡‘pgp® d^¡“u k¡ÞV$ Å¡k¡a L$p¡Þh¡ÞV$ 
õLy$gdp„ 10dp ^p¡fZdp„ Aæepk L$f¡ R>¡. lpgdp„ 17du Sy>gpC“p qv$“¡ 
‘y“pdp„ õV¡$V$ g¡hg V$ud (dy„bC“p ‘fpdp„) V$N Ap¡a hp¡fdp„ cpN gu^p¡ 
lsp¡. qv$gipv$ A“¡ s¡“u V$ud¡ 480 q¾$.N°p“p¡ Np¡ëX$ d¡X$g d¡mìep¡ lsp¡. 
s¡d“¡ lpqv$®L$ iyc¡ÃR>p.

‘y“p“y„ Np¥fh 

v$ugipv$ afp¡M spfp‘p¡fhpgp

Ap¡b¡fp¡e lp¡V$gdp„ qar“nA¡ 
‘pfku cp¡S>“ ‘ufkhp“y„ iê$ L$fu 
v$u^y„ R>¡. S>¡dp Mpk Mp“NuAp¡ R>¡. 
^p“ipL$, âp¡“ ‘pV$uep¡ A“¡ QuL$“ 
k‰u sp¡ ‘R>u ApS>¡ S>dhp Qpgp¡ 

Ðep„S>..

Þeyep¡L®$“p ârkÝ^ i¡a 
rhL$pk Mßp“¡ ‘pfku 

S>dZ“p¡ õhpv$ 
lSy> ‘Z epv$ R>¡. 

S>epf¡ A¡ ‘l¡guhpf 
dy„bC Apìep lsp.

sd¡ ÅZp¡ R>p¡ 
ä¡X$u df¼eyfu“¡, 

S>¡“y„ “pd R>¡ afp¡M bgkpfp 
A“¡ A¡ hgkpX$dp„ fl¡sp 

A¡L$ ‘pfku 
a¡dugudp„’u Apìep R>¡.

1960dp„ d^ybpgp 
g„X$“ Nep ‘p¡sp“p 
CgpS> dpV¡$. A¡d“¡ 

ùv$e“u budpfu lsu A“¡ A¡“u kS>®fu 
S>¡ OZu S>V$ug lsu. A¡ iê$Aps“p¡ 
õV¡$S> lsp¡ A“¡ vy$Mphp¡ kl“ L$fhp¡ 
AÐe„s dyíL¡$g lsp¡. S>¡ L$v$pQ kS>®fu’u 
kpfp¡ ’C iL¡$ A¡d lsp¡ ‘f„sy ‘funZ 
L$ep® ‘R>u X$p¡L$V$fp¡A¡ Ap¡‘f¡i“ L$fhp “p 
‘pX$u lsu. L$pfZ Ap¡‘f¡i“ L$ep® ‘R>u 
bQhp“u Apip OZu S> Ap¡R>u lsu.  
X$p¡L$V$fp¡“u kgpl dyS>b A¡dZ¡ Apfpd 
L$fhp“p¡ lsp¡ A“¡ s¡ h^y A¡L$ hfk Æhu 
iL¡$ s¡hu crhóehpZu L$fu lsu A“¡ s¡ 

kde¡ gpÁey„ lsy„ dfZ lh¡ 
“S>v$uL$ R>¡ s¡dZ¡ buÅ 10 
hfk Æhhp“u CÃR>p L$fu 
A“¡ cpfs ‘pR>p aep®.
1966dp„ srbesdp„ “Æhp¡ 

ky^pfp¡ ’sp A¡dZ¡ fpS>L$‘|f 
kp’¡ QpgpL$ “pd“u qaëd 
L$fhp“u L$p¡rii L$fu A“¡ qaëd 
S>Nsdp„ OZu ^|d^pd’u 
d^ybpgp“u hp‘ku“u 
s¥epfuAp¡ ’C. d^ybpgp lSy> 
‘Z A¡V$gpS> ky„v$f lsp ‘f„sy 
s¡d“p Ql¡fpdp„ ‘l¡gp S>¡hy„ sfp¡spÅ‘Ï„ 
“lp¡sy„. ’p¡X$p qv$hkp¡dp„S> A¡d“y„ õhpõ’e 

g’X$u ‘X$ey„. A¡ qaëd A^|fu flu A“¡ 
fuguT ‘Z “p ’C iL$u.

Äepf¡ d^ybpgp qaëd “p L$fu iL$ep 
sp¡ A¡dZ¡ A¡d“y„ Ýep“ L¡$[ÞÖs L$ey¯® qaëd 
b“phhpdp„. 1966dp„ A¡dZ¡ A¡L$ qaëd 
r“v$®i“ L$fhp“y„ “L$L$u L$ey¯ S>¡ qaëd“y„ 
“pd lsy„ aT® Ap¥f CíL$ ‘f„sy A¡ qaëd 
L$epf¡e b“hp ‘pdu “ lsu. A¡d“p 
36dp S>Þdqv$““p ’p¡X$p qv$“ bpv $S> 
23du a¡b°yApfu 1969dp„ gp„b„u budpfu 
bpv$ A¡ dfZ ‘pçep lsp. kp„sp¾y$T“p 
L$b°õsp“dp„ A¡d“¡ A¡d“u X$pefu kp’¡ 
qL$ip¡fLy$dpf A“¡ A¡d“p Ly$Vy„$buS>“p¡ Üpfp 

v$a“phhpdp„ Apìep lsp.
iyÝ^ k„N¡dfdf“p ‘pjpZp¡’u A¡d“u 

L$bf bp„^hpdp„ Aphu lsu. ‘f„sy A¡d 
L$l¡hpe R>¡ L¡$ “hu L$bfp¡“u S>Np L$fhp 
dpV¡$ 2010dp„ A¡d“u L$bf“¡ Ýhõs 
L$fhpdp„ Aphu lsu. 
A¡d“u “p“u A¡hu Æ„v$Nudp„ A¡dZ¡ 

70 qaëdp¡dp„ L$pd L$ey® lsy„. A¡d“u syg“p 
d¡fgu“ d“fp¡ kp’¡ L$fhpdp„ Aphsu lsu. 
cpfs“p Crslpkdp„ d^ybpgpA¡ ‘p¡sp“u 
A¡L$ AgN S> Ap¡mM Dcu L$fu lsu.

d^ybpgp“u qaëdp¡
bk„s 1942, dydspT dlg 1944, ^“pcNs 1945, fpS>‘|sp“u 1946, ‘|Åfu 1946, aŸghpfu 1946, kps 
k„dyv$fL$u drgL$p 1947, d¡f¡ cNhp“ 1947, Mybkyfs vy$r“ep 1947, v$ug L$u fp“u 1947, rQÑp¡f rhS>e 1947, “ug 
L$dg 1947, ‘fpC ApN 1948, gpg vy$‘Ë$p 1948, v$¡i k¡hp 1948, Adf â¡d 1948, rk‘luep 1949, tkNpf 
1949, ‘pfk 1949, “¡L$u Ap¡f bv$u 1949, dlg 1949, C[çslp“ 1949, vy$gpfu 1949, v$p¥gs 1949, A‘fp^u 
1949, ‘fv$¡i 1950, r“ip“p 1950, r“fpgp 1950, d^ybpgp 1950, lõs¡ Ap„ky 1950, b¡L$kyf 1950, sfp“p 
1951, k¥ep 1951, “pT“u“ 1951, “pv$p“ 1951, MÅ“p 1951, bpv$g 1951, Apfpd 1951, kpMu 1952, 
k„Nv$ug 1952, f¡g L$p qX$åbp 1953, Afdp“, 1953, blºs qv$“ lºA¡ 1954, Adf 1954, rsf„v$pT 1955, “L$pb 
1955, “psp 1955, du.A¡ÞX$ dukuk 55 1955, iufu“ aflpv 1956, fpS> lp’ 1956, ^pL¡$ L$u dgdg 1956, 
elºv$u L$u gX$L$u 1957, N¡V$h¡ Ap¡a C[ÞX$ep 1957, A¡L$ kpg$1957, ‘p¡guk 1958, apNy“ 1958, L$pgp‘p“u 1958, 
lphfp b°uS> 1958, Qgsu L$p “pd NpX$u 1958, bpNu rk‘plu 1958, L$g ldpfp l¥ 1959, CÞkp“ ÅN DW$p, 1959, 
v$p¡ Dõspv$ 1959, dl¡gp¡ L¡$ ¿hpb 1960, Ågu “p¡V$ 1960, bfkps L$u fps 1960, dyNg¡ ApTd 1960, ‘pk‘p¡V®$ 
1961, Tydê$ 1961, bp¡eä¡ÞX$ 1961, lpa qV$L$uV$ 1962, ifpbu 1964, Ähpgp 1971.

b^p“¡ Mbf ‘X$hp ‘l¡gp„ 
sd¡ sdpfp ap¡V$pAp¡ a¡k byL$ 

‘f’u NyNg ‘f “pMp¡ 
Æ àgk“u dv$v$’u...
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Deceased
df“pf

Age
D.h.

Date
spfuM

Address
f. W¡$.

Relations
kNpCAp¡

Dinaz Hormuzji Wadia
qv$“pT lp¡fdkÆ hpqX$ep

45
45

22-7-2011
fp¡S> v$A¡‘Apv$f$$, 
dpl Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 
1380

 Boat Club Road, Pune
 7 L¡$“p¡‘k A‘pV®$, rb[ëX„$N “„.2, ag¡V$ “„. 
11, bp¡V$ L$gb fp¡X$, ‘y“p.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd Mp¡fi¡v$ s’p dflºd lp¡fdkÆ hpqX$ep, bl¡“: rifu“ “hfp¡T gpgL$pL$p.

Silloo Dara Baria 
ku‰y v$pfp bpfuep

79
79

22-7-2011
fp¡S> v$A¡‘Apv$f$$, 
dpl Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 
1380

Andheri (West), Mumbai 53
603 b°yL$gu“ A‘pV®$, gp¡M„X$hpgp L$p¡ç‘g¡¼k 
A„^¡fu (h¡), dy„bC 53.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd ^“dpe s’p dflºd S>di¡v$Æ du”u, ^Zu: dflºd v$pfp ê$õsd bpfuep, v$uL$fp 
v$uL$fu: afp¡M v$pfp bpfuep, rhfpa v$pfp bpfuep, ‘p¥ê$Quõsu bp¡d“, cpC: lp¡du du”u, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: 
L$pg® rhfpa bpfuep, S>¡lp“ bp¡d“ ^pcf, hlº, S>dpC lp¡dpe rhfpa bpfuep, X$p¡. bp¡d“ “fudp“ 
^pcf, kpkykkfp: dflºd ê$õsd bu. bpfuep, dflºd Mp¡fi¡v$bp“y Apf. bpfuep.

Moti  Pirojshah Dalal
 dp¡su ‘ufp¡S>ip v$gpg

84
84

23-7-2011
fp¡S> Apv$f$, dpl 
Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 1380

Colaba  , Mumbai 5
k“fpCk rb[ëX„$N, 1g¡ dpm¡, 3Æ ‘põsp 
g¡“, L$p¡gpbp, dy„bC 5.

 dpspr‘sp: ÅeÆ s’p r‘fp¡S>ip, cpC: s¡ldV$“.

Hutoxi Byramji  Bharthania  
lºsp¡nu befpdÆ cf’pÞep

77
77

24-7-2011
fp¡S> Aphp„$, dpl 
Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 1380

Colaba  , Mumbai 39.
Apf/15, Myifp¡ bpN, 3S>¡ dpm¡, 
3 cNstkl fp¡X$, L$p¡gpbp, dy„bC 39.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd Af“hpT s’p dflºd befpdÆ bd“Æ cf’pÞep, cpCbl¡“p¡: Np¡v$f¡S> 
befpdÆ cf’pÞep, dflºd qafp¡T befpdÆ cf’pÞep, dflºd ‘¡ip¡s“ befpdÆ cf’pÞep, 
N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: qv$g“hpT A¡fQ L$p‘X$uep, dl¡f“p¡i Np¡v$f¡S> cf’pÞep, Apê$T ‘¡ip¡s“ cf’pÞep, 
Apfê$ ‘¡ip¡s“ cf’pÞep.

Pesi Dadiba  Hathiram  
‘¡ku v$pv$ubp lp’ufpd

90
90

24-7-2011
fp¡S> Aphp„$, dpl 
Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 1380

Bandra (W), Mumbai.
11, kp¡“u A‘pV®$d¡ÞV$, 45, rlg fp¡X$, 
bpÞÖp (h¡), dy„bC-50

dpspr‘sp:  dflºd r‘fp¡Å s’p dflºd v$pv$ubp, ^ZuepZu: Ly$du, v$uL$fu: qafp¡Tp, cpCbl¡“p¡: 
Mp¡fi¡v$, Apgy, dflºd hufp, dflºd s¡ldyfõ‘, kpkykkfp: dflºd bp“y s’p ê$õsdÆ dl¡sp.

Firoze Hormusji Rabadi 
qafp¡T lp¡fdkÆ fbpX$u

71
71

25-7-2011
fp¡S> Mp¡fi¡v$$, dpl 
Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 1380

Chikalwadi , Mumbai  7.
Ap¡ëX$ L$pdp rb[ëX„$N, 2S>¡ dpm¡, QuL$ghpX$u, 
dy„bC 7.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd ^“dpe s’p dflºd lp¡fdkÆ, cpCbl¡“p¡: L¡$V$u A“¡ fp¡i“.

Dina Faramroze Billimoria
qv$“p afpdfp¡T rb‰udp¡ep®

95
95

25-7-2011
fp¡S> Mp¡fi¡v$$, dpl 
Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 1380

Dadar, Mumbai 400014.
635, dy“kya rb[ëX„$N, 1g¡ dpm¡, A¡d Å¡iu 
fp¡X$, v$pv$f, dy„bC 14.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd dl¡fpdpe s’p dflºd qafp¡S>ip bfÅ¡fÆ rb‰udp¡ep®, ^Zu: dflºd afpdfp¡T 
qb‰udp¡ep®, cpC: lp¡du rafp¡S>ip rb‰udp¡ep®.

Nergis  Pestonji  Tampal  
“fNuk ‘¡õs“Æ V„$‘pg

68
68 

26-7-2011
fp¡S> Mp¡fi¡v$$, dpl 
Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 1380

Tardeo Road , Mumbai 7.
Tp¡fpõV²$ue“ L$p¡gp¡“u, ky“p rb[ëX„$N, 3S>¡ 
dpm¡, 275/X$u, spfv$¡h fp¡X$, dy„bC 7.

dpspr‘sp: v$p¡kpdpe s’p ‘¡õs“Æ v$p¡fpbÆ V„$‘pg, cpCbl¡“p¡: qv$Þepf ‘u. V„$‘pg, L¡$V$u X$u. V„$‘pg, 
‘fhu“ hpe. ‘pfX$uhpgp

Goolcher Jahanbux Tata
NygQl¡f S>lp„bn spsp

82
82

26-7-2011
fp¡S> Mp¡fi¡v$$, dpl 
Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 1380

Wadala, Mumbai 400031.
669, dpg¡Npdhpgp rb[ëX„$N, L$pÓL$ fp¡X$, 
hX$pgp, dy„bC 31.

dpspr‘sp:  dflºd s¡ldu“p s’p dflºd A¡v$gÆ c„X$pfu, ^Zu: dflºd S>lp„bn afubyT® spsp 
v$uL$fpv$uL$fu: Tfuf, “p¡iufhp“, dl¡f„NuT L¡$fku c¡kp“uep, Myfiuv$ qv$“ip hfuephp, cpCbl¡“p¡: 
dflºd d“u rafp¡S>ip bpdÆ, Tfu“ ‘¡ku fp“Æ, dflºd b¡S>“, dflºd v$p¡ky, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: lp¡i„N, 
Ådpõ‘, af¡vy$“, kpefk, ‘fuTpv$, Af“pT, hlº S>dpC: fp¡i“ T¡X$. spsp, lhp¡hu A¡“. spsp, 
L¡$fku c¡kp“uep, v$u“ip hfuephp, kpkykkfp: dflºd S>fbp“y afubyT® spsp.

Pesi Jamshed Mountvala
‘¡ku S>di¡v$ dpDÞV$hpgp

82
82

27-7-2011
fp¡S> Apispv$$, dpl 
bld“ 1380

August Kranti Marg, Mumbai 36.
ky“CÆ d¡Þi“, 66-L¡$, Ap¡NõV$ ¾$p„rs dpN®, 
dy„bC 36.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd fp¡X$p s’p dflºd S>di¡v$ dpDÞV$hpgp, ^ZuepZu epõdu“ dpDÞV$hpgp, 
v$uL$fpv$uL$fu: qafp¡Tp, afuv$p, T“pep, h¡“¡kp, cpC: Av$u, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: fpk¡g, S>¡çk, L$ud, hp¢N, 
L$gp¡, Å¡kyhp, S>¡du, hlº S>dpC: V$p¡“u e„N, Vy„$N A¡“ÆAp¡ b°pe“ qargàk, kpkykkfp: dflºd ä¡“u 
s’p dflºd qafp¡T L¡$ÞV$u“hpgp

Dina Homi Mistry  
v$u“p lp¡du du”u

95
95

28-7-2011
fp¡S> suf$$, dpl 
Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 1380

 Hughes Road, Mumbai 7.
21, Mf¡OpV$ L$p¡gp¡“u, üyÆk fp¡X$, dy„bC 7.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd s¡ldu“p s’p dflºd dp“¡L$ip fp„v$¡rgep, dflºd lp¡du L$phkÆ du”u, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: 
iplê$M lp¡du du”u, dflºd Mp¡fi¡v$ fp¡rlÞV$“ spfp‘p¡f. cpCbl¡“p¡: iufu“ Åg h¡hpC, dflºd fs“ 
fp„v$¡$rgep, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: l“p¡T fp¡rlÞV$“ spfp‘p¡f, S>dpC: fp¡rlÞV$“ A¡a. spfp‘p¡f, kpkykkfp: 
dflºd dp“¡L$bpC s’p L$phkÆ du”u.

A¡L$ “S>f ‘pfku dfZp¡ D‘f

Æh“ “¡L$u“¡ kd‘®hy„^d®“p¡ d|m l¡sy “¡L$u A‘“phhp“p¡ A“¡ bv$u“p¡ ÐepN L$fhp“p¡ 
lp¡C iL¡$. Np’p âdpZ¡ âcyA¡ Apf„c’u S> b¡ i[¼sAp¡ ‘¡v$p L$fu 
R>¡ s¡ bß¡ Å¡X¡$ S>Þd¡gu cgpC A“¡ byfpC “pd“u i[¼sAp¡ R>¡. 
bß¡“¡ A¡L$buÅ kp’¡ b“sy„ “’u, ‘Z k©rô$ fQ“pdp„ A“¡ s¡“p 
k„Qpg“dp„ bß¡“¡ kp’¡ S> L$pd L$fhy„ ‘X¡$ R>¡. S>Ns“p ìehlpfdp„ 
OX$udp„ A¡L$“u sp¡ OX$udp„ buÆ“u Æs ’su v$¡Mpe R>¡.

‘f„sy k©rô$“p¡ A„s Aphi¡ Ðepf¡ byfpC D‘f cgpC“p¡ k„‘|Z® 
rhS>e ’i¡. dpV¡$ X$püp A“¡ kv$NyZu dp“huA¡ bv$u“p¡ kh®’p 
ÐepN L$fu ‘p¡sp“y„ Æh“ “¡L$u“¡ S> kd‘®Z L$fhy„. Ap D‘f’u rkÝ^ 
’pe R>¡ L¡$ Ap b¡ i[¼sAp¡“¡ Ds‘Þ“ L$f“pf âcy A¡L$gp R>¡, cgpC 
ipðs R>¡, Äepf¡ byfpC ’p¡X$p kde ky^u S> Ap‘Z“¡ c|ghi¡. 
bß¡ iqL$sAp¡ Cðf“u CÃR>p“¡ Ap^u“ R>¡. bv$u“y„ L$pe®n¡Ó ‘Z 
Cðf¡ S> r“dp®Z L$ey¯® R>¡. bv$u“y„ L$pe®n¡Ó ‘Z Cðf¡ S> r“dp®Z L$ey¯® 
R>¡ A“¡ s¡dp„ S> fl bv$u“¡ ‘p¡sp“y„ “p‘k„v$ L$pe® L$e£ S> S>hp“y„ R>¡. s¡ 
L$pfZkf KX¡$’u rhQpf L$fsp„ bv$u Cðfu“u iÓy “tl ‘Z k¡rhL$p 
R>¡ A¡d dp“hy„ ‘X¡$ R>¡. ApdR>sp„ OZp V$uL$pL$pfp¡ dp“¡ R>¡ L¡$ ‘pfku 
^d®dp„ b¡ âcyAp¡“u dpÞesphpmp¡ v$¥Ðehpv$ R>¡. Äep„ ‘pfku ^d® 

A¡L¡$ðfhpv$ D‘f S> fQpep¡ lp¡e, Äep„ My‰y„ gMpZ lp¡e L¡$ A¡L$ 
Cðf¡ b¡ iqL$sAp¡ ‘¡v$p L$fu R>¡, Ðep„ b¡ âcyAp¡ lp¡hp“u iL$esp Aph¡ 
L$ep„’u? hmu sÐhop“ âdpZ¡ r“f‘¡n bv$u (A¡åkp¡ëeyV$ Crhg) 
sp¡ lp¡C iL¡$ S> “tl. Ðepf¡ r“f‘¡n bv$uhpmp¡ A¡L$ buÅ¡ âcy L$ep„’u 
“uL$mu Apìep¡? ‘f„sy v$p¡j Mp¡mhp S>sp„ sp¡ Myv$ ‘pfkuAp¡“p S> 
‘pR>m ^d®kprlÐedp„’u s¡ dmu Aphi¡. ‘pR>m’u gMpe¡gp 
‘l¡ghu kprlÐedp„ AlºfdTv$“¡ õ‘¡Þspd¥Þey (“¡L$u) kp’¡ c¡mhu 
v$¡hpdp„ Apìep R>¡, A“¡ A„N°d¥Þey (bv$u)“¡ s¡“p’u õhs„Ó dp“u 
s¡“p¡ iÓy NZhpdp„ Apìep¡ R>¡. A¡ A„N°d¥Þey“¡ ‘pR>m’u iesp“ 
sfuL¡$ L$ë‘hpdp„ Apìep¡ A“¡ s¡ AlºfdTv$“p¡ lfua b“u b¡W$p¡. R>¡hV¡$ 
S>Ns“u kOmu kpfu, D‘ep¡Nu, L$ëepZL$pfu hõsyAp¡ AlºfdTv$¡ 
S> ‘¡v$p L$fu, Äepf¡ d©Ðey, h©Ý^phõ’p, riepmp¡, d„v$hpX$, kp‘, 
Jv$f, Nfp¡mu hN¡f¡ Ly$v$fsu ‘Z ‘uX$pL$pfu Ap‘rÑAp¡ A“¡ Æhp¡“¡ 
iesp“¡ D‘Åhu L$pY$ep A¡hp¡ c|gcep£ A’® ‘pR>gp S>f’p¡õsu 
kprlÐe¡ S> L$ep£.

Ap’u rh^d} V$uL$pL$pfp¡“¡ ‘pfku ^d®dp„ b¡ âcyAp¡, AlºfdTv$ 
A“¡ A„N°d¥Þey (‘l¡ghudp„ Alqfd“) S>Zpep s¡dp„ A¡d“p¡ ip¡ 
v$p¡j? 

hmu kp‘, Jv$f A“¡ Nfp¡muAp¡“¡ ‘Z AdyL$ “piL$pfL$ Æhp¡“¡ 
dpfhp“y„ L$pe® kp¢‘pe¡gy„ lp¡hp’u A¡d“¡ ‘|f¡‘|fp byfpC“p âsuL$ 
sfuL¡$ iu fus¡ dp“u iL$pe? d©Ðey, h©Ý^phõ’p A“¡ riepmp rh“p 
sp¡ S>Ns ‘Z EgV$k|gV$ b“u Cðf“u ep¡S>“p ‘Z “ô$ ’C Åe 
dpV¡$ A¡d“¡ ‘Z c|„X$p L¡$d NZpe? Ap“p¡ DL¡$g A¡S> lp¡C iL¡$ L¡$ 
S>f’y”¡ Np’pdp„ L$üy„ R>¡ s¡d AlºfdTv$¡ S> kL$m k©rô$ DÐ‘ß L$fu 
R>¡ A¡d dp“hy„. s¡dp„’u S>¡ iyc R>¡ s¡“¡ AphL$pfhy„ A“¡ S>¡ Ap¡Ry>„ 
iyc L¡$ Ap¡Ry>„ L$ëepZL$pfu R>¡ s¡“p¡ AõhuL$pf L$fhp¡. S>Ns“p kOmp 
^dp£dp„ v$¥hu A“¡ Apkyfu i[¼sAp¡ hÃQ¡“p eyÝ^ rhi¡ D‰¡Mp¡ sp¡ 
Aph¡ S> R>¡ ‘Z s¡ L$pfZ¡ s¡ ^dp£dp„ b¡ Cðfp¡“u dpÞesp S>Zpsu 
“’u, dpV¡$ A¡ Mp¡V$u dpÞesp S>f’p¡õsu ^d®dp„ R>¡ A¡hp¡ c°d ‘Z 
k¡hhp¡ Å¡CA¡ “tl.

-  dflºd qafp¡T ku. v$phf (‘pfkuAp¡“p ^d®‘yõsL$dp„’u)
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 Myv$p“¡ â¡d’u epv$ L$f“pf dpV¡$ sp¡ ldv$v$}S> kh®’u 

dp¡Vy„$ s‘ R>¡ A“¡ ldv$v$}S> c[¼s“y„ Mê„$ A„N 

R>¡. Å¡ sdp¡“¡ vy$:Mu Nfubp¡ sfa A“¡ r“v$p£j dy„Np âpZuAp¡ 

sfa L$ê$Zp “l] D‘S>¡, Å¡ sdp¡ sdpfu Mfu afS>’u h¡Nmp 

ÅAp¡ A“¡ Å¡ L$p¡C“u ‘Z sfa ldv$v$} sdpfpdp„ “l] 

S> lp¡e sp¡ Myv$p“u Nd¡ A¡V$g¡ ‘Z b„^Nu L$fp¡ s¡ b^u 

fv$bpsg R>¡, gpNZuh„s dpZk“¡ cg¡ vy$r“ep lku L$lpX¡$. 

cg¡“¡ s¡ gp¡L$p¡’u X$Npe, ‘Z Myv$p“p v$fbpfdp„ sp¡ s¡“p 

ÆNf“u L$p¡dmsp“u cpf¡ L$]ds lp¡e R>¡. vy$:Mu“¡ qv$gpkp“p¡ 

A¡L$ iåv$ ‘Z “l] L$l¡“pfp¡ õhp’} S>X$ A„s:L$fZ“p¡ lp¡e 

R>¡. dpÓ ‘p¡sp“y„ kyM ip¡^“pfp¡, A¡L$ Ly$sfp L$fspbu “‘¡sf 

R>¡, L$pfZ L¡$ Ly$sfp¡ sp¡ hapv$pf âpZu R>¡, “pQuT! A¡hp 

dpZk“y„ ÆNf, gpNZu A“¡ â¡diyÞe S> lp¡e R>¡.

ldv$v$}“u dlp“v$udp„’u S> v$ep“y„ “pmy hl¡ R>¡, S>¡ 

vy$:MuAp¡“p ÆNf“u kyL$u c|rd“¡ qv$gpkp“y„ S>m k]Qu“¡ 

sfp¡spTNu cf¡gu b“ph¡ R>¡. A¡L$ A¡L$g‘¡V$p¡ dpZk Mfu 

Myipgu’u b¡“kub S> füp¡ R>¡, L$pfZ L¡$ ‘p¡sp“u S> sfa 

M¢Q¡gp¡ Q]Npf, s¡“u S> fp¡V$u“¡ A¡L$ qv$hk S>gphu v$¡i¡ s¡“u 

A¡“¡ L$ep„ Mbf R>¡? L$p¡C ‘p¡s¡ cy¿ey„ flu“¡ buÅ“¡ S>dpX$u 

sp¡ Sy>A¡! L$p¡C ‘p¡s¡ W$„X$u’u sfsfu“¡ buÅ“¡ h” Ap¡Y$pX$u 

sp¡ Sy>A¡! L¡$hp¡ ApÐd„ksp¡j ’pe R>¡, s¡ Ðepf¡ S> s¡“¡ Mbf 

‘X$i¡.

S>¡d S>¡“pdp„ ldv$v$} h^pf¡ s¡d s¡ Myv$p“u h^y “Tv$uL$ lp¡e 

R>¡. Cðf“¡ ‘lp¢Qhp“u â¡d“u “ukfZu D‘f Äepf¡ A¡L$ 

v$eplu“ dpZk, ‘N ‘Z d|L$u iL$sy„ “’u Ðepf¡  ldv$v$}

hpmy CÞkp“ sp¡ s¡“¡ R>¡‰¡ ‘N’uA¡ QX$u ‘Z Ney„ lp¡e R>¡. 

b„^yAp¡! gpNZuh„s ’hp dpV¡$S> Ap‘Z“¡ op““u S>ê$f 

‘X¡$ R>¡, “l] sp¡ op““p¡ buÅ¡ D‘ep¡N S> iy„ R>¡? Å¡ OÏ„ 

iuMucZu“¡ Ap‘Z¡ õhp’} A“¡ A¡L$g‘¡V$pS> b“hp“y„ 

lp¡e, sp¡ Myv$p A¡hp„ op“’u sp¡ Ap‘Z“¡ bQph¡.

kyMdp„ dlpgsp Ap¡ ̂ “h„s! Äepf¡ sy„ ‘¡V$ cfu“¡ rd¡ô$p“p¡ 

S>d¡ R>¡, Ðepf¡ Aß rh“p V$mhmsp„, cy¿ep„ CÞkp“p¡“p¡ s“¡ 

L$v$u ‘Z ¿epg Apìep¡ R>¡? Äep„ ky^u L$p¡C dpZk S>Ns“p„ 

vy$:MuAp¡ kp’¡ Ap c¡v$cph“p¡ A“ych L$f¡ “l]; Äep„ ky^u 

kh® Æhp¡ sfa s¡“¡ v$epcph D‘S>¡ “l]; Ðep„ ky^u s¡ 

Myv$p“p¡ àepfp¡ b“u iL$sp¡ “’u.

 

- ApS>“u d“í“udp„’u

sdpfp QdL$sp rkspfpAp¡ dpV¡$ Sy>Ap¡ ‘p“y„ “„. 14

lkhp“y„ 
iy„ g¡ip¡?

ANf kde qL$dsu R>¡ bl¡fpd, sp¡ ip dpV¡$ Ap‘Z¡ Ap âp¡N°pd 
Å¡C füp R>¡.

‘¡ku“p¡ ‘phfaºg ApCqX$ep
S>ê$: ‘¡ku, Ape ‘pZu“y„ dp¡Vy„$ ‘u‘ dpfp dçdp“¡ hpõs¡ gJ?
‘¡ku: g¡“u, ‘pZubu cfu“¡ dp¡L$gi¡ L¡$?
S>ê$: L$p„e?
‘¡ku: L$pd Aph¡ (d“dp„ Xy$bL$u dpfhp)
****
S>hpb Ap‘p¡
lp¡du: A¡fQip, bp¡gp¡ A¡L$ dpZk“¡ b¡ b¥fu L$fhp L$pev$p¡ 
L$p„e d“p L$f¡Q?
A¡fQip: A¡ sp¡ v$uL$fp sy ‘“uep¡ “’u s¡ dpgd “l] ‘X¡$. sy„ 
‘fZu Å ‘R>u s“¡ S> dpgd ‘X$i¡ L¡$ Aphp L$pev$pdp„ L¡$V$gu 
cgpC R>¡? L$pev$p¡ L¡$V$gp¡ bQph L$f¡Q.
****
sØ“ das
A¡hu L$C QuS> R>¡ L¡$ S>¡ Aphu L$psug dp¢Ohpfudp„ ‘Z sØ“ 
das dg¡ R>¡.
buÅ ‘pk¡’u ky„Ohp dp„N¡gu s‘L$uf.

dV$L$p Ly$ëauAp
S
“u
hp
“
Nu

ApS>“p¡ kyrhQpf
¾$p¡^ “ ÅZ¡, Nê$f “ ÅZ¡, 

byfpC “ ÅZ¡ Ap‘;
d“í“u dp“¡, Nhí“u ÅZ¡, 

Ly$“í“u L$f¡ d¡mp‘.

kpdN°u: 1 guV$f v|$^, 1V$u“ rdëL$d¡X$, 1V¡$bgõ‘|“ kpL$f, 
1 V¡$bg õ‘|“ L$õV$X®$ ‘phX$f 1 V¡$bgõ‘|“ L$õV$X®$ ‘phX$f, 
1 V¡$bg õ‘|“ R>p¡g¡gu bv$pd“u L$psfu, 1/2 V$uõ‘|“ A¡gQu“p¡ c|L$p¡, 
1/2 V$uõ‘|“ L¡$kf“u c|L$u.
fus: v|$^“¡ DL$mhp d|L$hy„. W„$X$p v|$^dp„ L$õV$X®$ ‘phX$f rd¼k L$fu A„v$f “pMhp¡. OË$ ’pe A¡V$g¡  
kpL$f A“¡ L¡$kf“u c|L$u (v|$^dp„ Op¡mu“¡) “pMhu. bfpbf ÅXy„$ ’pe A¡V$g¡ Dspfu g¡hy„. v|$^ 
W„$Xy$ ‘X$¡ A¡V$g¡ rdëL$d¡X$ “p„Mu, rdL$kfdp„ A¡L$fk L$fhy„. ‘R>u s¡dp„ bv$pd-‘õsp“u L$psfu, 
A¡gQu“p¡ c|L$p¡ “pMhp¡. bfpbf lgphu “p“u “p“u dV$L$u  (Ly$gX$u)“¡ ‘pZu’u ^p¡C s¡dp„ 
cfu, gpg A¡ëeyrdr“ed“p ap¡Cg’u L$hf L$fu, fbf b¡ÞX$ gNpX$u v$¡hy„. ‘R>u X$u‘ qäTfdp„ 
Ly$gau k¡V$ ’hp d|L$hu. bfpbf W$fu Åe A¡V$g¡ L$pY$u L$V$L$p L$fhp.
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Sagittarius :- 23rd November – 22nd December (Fool & XI of Sword) 
During this week try to keep a check on your temper. You will be 
short tempered. Don’t change your routine work. You will not get 
money on time. Do not make any promises.

Aries:- 21st  March – 20th April (II of Wands & Justice)
During this week you will be able to communicate well with 
everyone. You will spend money for some religious matter. You 
will have the support of your family. There will be mental peace.

Taurus:- 21st April – 20th  May. (V of Wands & VI of Coins) 
During this week you will be helpful to your relatives. You may 
be diplomatic in your ways. Money will be at hand. You will be 
practical in emotional matters.

Gemini:- 21st May – 20th June. (Temperance & II of Wands)
Please take care of your health. You might suffer from flu, cold or 
cough. Money will come but most of it will be spent for medical 
purposes. Avoid self medication.

Cancer :- 21st June – 22nd  July  (II of Coins & IV of Coins) 
During this week you might face some financial problem. Money 
will not come easily. If you are in a Government job then please be 
careful of co-workers. Do not sign any document till the 20th August. 
If you take unnecessary risks then you might face trouble.

Leo:- 23rd July – 23rd August (II of Cups & Moon) 
During this week you will achieve your highest potential. Whatever 
you had envisioned will come true. Things will be positive for you 
this week. However, at work you might face minor troubles.

Virgo:-  24th August – 23rd Sept. (IV of Swords & VIII of Cups) 
You will get a new friend in your life and you will also have some 
fun but it won’t last for a long time. You will spend some money 
for your friend. You might go for a short trip. You will enjoy 
yourself during this week.

Libra:- 24th Sept. – 22nd October (4 of Cups & 6 of Cups) 
During this week a family member will give you some mental 
tension. You will not have sound sleep. Someone new will enter 
your life. Try to maintain some distance if you are entering any 
new relationship. Money will come easily.

Scorpio:- 23rd October – 22nd  November. (II of Coins & Hanged Man)
You will not get the required respect from your brother or sister. 
Try to keep your mind in work. In this week money is not very 
important to you. At the last moment it will seem that you have 
received help from God. At work you will get some good news.

Capricon:- 23rd Dec. – 20th Jan. (Ace of Coins & 9 of Coins)
This week the stars are favorable for you. You will get good support 
from your partner. Your reputation will be good if you are doing any 
social work. Social work will give you peace. A short trip is indicated. 
Invest money in gold or other kinds of investments.

Aquarius:- 21st Jan. – 19th Feb. (Knight of Wands & II of Cups) 
During this week you will not be ready to compromise on anything. 
Health will be good.  In job, work hard to get a good result. A get 
together might take place in the family.

Pisces:- 20th February – 20th March (VII of Coins & IV of Cups) 
Money will come easily. You may be slow to make up your mind 
during this week. You will get whatever you want at the end of the 
week. Ideas will be quick to come. A strong decision will help you 
to gain something. 

by Tarot Reader NUPUR

L$Þep: 24du Ap¡NõV$’u 23du k‘V¡$çbf
“hp rdÓp¡ Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ dmu fl¡i¡. s¡d“u kp’¡ Ap“„v$ gC iL$ip¡. s¡d R>sp„  Ap 
rdÓp¡ sdpfu kp’¡ gp„bp¡ kde ky^u “l] fl¡ s¡ hps Ýep“dp„ fpMÅ¡. rdÓp¡“p dp¡S>ip¡M 
dpV¡$ MQ®bu L$fhp¡ ‘X$i¡. “p“u dykpafu L$fu iL$ip¡. AW$hpqX$ey„ Ap“„v$dp„ ‘kpf ’C S>i¡.

sygp: sp. 24du kàV¡$çbf’u 22du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ Ly$Vy„$buL$ ìeqL$s sd“¡ dp“rkL$ fus¡ l¥fp“ L$fu S>i¡. fps“u JOdp„ M|b 
S> NfbX$ fl¡i¡. “hu QuS>hõsy L¡$ L$pd’u ‘¥kp Aphu S>i¡. ‘¥kp dpV¡$ AhfS>hf kpfu 
fl¡i¡ “hp k„b„^ bp„^sp ‘l¡gp rhQpf L$fÅ¡.

h©ròL$: sp. 23du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf ’u 22du “h¡çbf
cpCbl¡“p¡ sfa’u kpfp kdQpf dmi¡. L$pdL$pS> D‘f Ýep“ fpMhy„ A¡ ANÐe“u bpbs 
fl¡i¡. ‘¥kp Nydphhp“p¡ kde “l] Aph¡. ‘pL$ ‘fhfv¡Npf sfa’u ApMfdp„ dv$v$ dmu 
S>i¡. Ap“„v$ Np¡shp S>hy„ “l] ‘X¡$.

^“: sp. 23du “h¡çbf’u 22du qX$k¡çbf
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ Nyõkp D‘f L$pby fpMhp¡. ’p¡X$p kde dpV¡$ Nfd ’C S>ip¡ A“¡ ’p¡X$p 
kdedp„  W„$X$p ‘Z ’C S>ip¡. fp¡S>“p L$pd L$pS>dp„ Q¡ÞS> L$fsp “l]. ‘¥kp“p dpV¡$ L$p¡C“¡ 
âp¡dui L$fsp “l].

dL$f: sp. 23du qX$k¡çbf’u 20du ÅÞeyApfu
Ap AW$hpqX$ep“u iê$Aps S> M|b S> kpfu fus¡ iê$ ’i¡. Æh“kp’u ‘pk¡’u kp’ dmu“¡ 
fl¡i¡. kpdpÆL$ L$pd L$fu“¡ dp“ d¡mhip¡. s¡dp„ ip„rsbu dmi¡. “p“u dykpafu L$fhp“p¡ 
QpÞk R>¡.

d¡j: sp. 21du dpQ® ’u 20du A¡râg
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ ‘¥kp“p¡ MQ® M|b S> ’i¡. sp¡ ‘Z sdpfp hl¡hpfdp„ Q¡ÞÆk “l]  
Aph¡. ^d®“p L$pd dpV¡$ Ly$Vy„$buS>“p¡“p¡ kp’ dmu S>i¡. v$f¡L$ bpbsdp„ d““u ip„rs dmi¡.

h©jc: sp. 21du A¡râg ’u 20du d¡ 
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sdp¡ sdpfp kNpAp¡“p dv$v$Npf ’C“¡ fl¡ip¡. ’p¡X$pL$ kde dpV¡$ sd¡ 
‘p¡sp“p rhQpfdp„ fl¡ip¡. fpS>L$pfZu S>¡hp ’ip¡. ‘¥kp dpV¡$ “uQp Å¡hp“y„ “l] ’pe. sd¡ 
h^y Cdp¡i“g b“u S>ip¡.

rd’y“: sp.21d¡ ’u 20du S|>“
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ srbes“u h^y k„cpm fpMÅ¡. sdp¡“¡ sph, ag|, ifv$u S>¡hu dp„v$Nu’u 
k„cpmhy„ ‘X$i¡. ‘¥kp sp¡ dmu S>i¡ sd¡R>sp„ v$hpv$pê$ ‘pR>m h^y‘X$sp¡ MQ® L$fhp¡ ‘X$i¡. 
s¡dS> k¡hpbu L$fhu ‘X$i¡. ‘¥kp bQphhp dpV¡$ Of“p “ykM$p hp‘fhp “l].

L$L®$: sp.21du S|>“’u 22du Sy>gpC
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ “pZpL$ue [õ’rs Mfpb lp¡hp’u ‘¥kp “l] dm¡. ‘¥kp M|b S> dl¡“s’u 
L$dpip¡. “p¡L$fu L$fsp lp¡ sp¡ kp’¡ L$pdhpmp’u k„cpmÅ¡. 20du Ap¡NõV$ ky^u klurkL$L$p 
S>¡hp L$pdp¡ “l] L$fsp. h^y‘X$sy„ Å¡Md g¡sp dyíL¡$gu Aphi¡.

tkl: 23du Sy>gpC’u 23du Ap¡Nô$
Ap AW$hpqX$ey„ kpfpdp„ kpê„$ S>i¡. S>¡ sdp Å¡ip¡ s¡ kpQy ‘X$i¡. sdpfp rhQpfp¡ M|b S> 
kpfp fl¡i¡. kpQu hps kpQu ‘X$u“¡ fl¡i¡. “p¡L$fu L$fsp lip¡ sp¡ Ðep„ âdp¡i“ dmhp“p 
QpÞk R>¡.

du“: 20du a¡b°yApfu’u  20du dpQ®
^“ M|b S> kl¡gpC’u dmu S>i¡. sdpfp dNS>“¡ [õ’f fpMu iL$ip¡. sd“¡ S>¡ Å¡Csy„ 
li¡ s¡ AW$hpqX$ep“p A„sdp„ dmu S>i¡. rhQpfp¡ M|b S> kpfp fl¡i¡. sdpfp X$ukuT“ 
apev$p¡ Ap‘u S>i¡.

Ly„$c: 21du ÅÞeyApfu’u 19du a¡b°yApfu
Ap AW$hpqX$ep“u A„v$f L$p¡Cbu L$pd“u A„v$f bp„^R>p¡X$ “l] L$fu iL$p¡. srbes dpV¡$ Ap 
AW$hpqX$ey„ kpê„$ S>i¡. srbes kpfu fl¡i¡. L$pd h^y L$fhp’u sd“¡ s¡“y„ qfTëV$ kpê„$ dmi¡. 
Ly$Vy„$bu he[¼s kp’¡ dmd¡mp‘ kpfp¡ fl¡i¡.
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Mutt The Lockhorns

Competence, like truth, 
beauty and contact lenses, 
is in the eye of the beholder

Sneaky Cheeky
One letter stands for another in this 
substitution game. Replace it and complete 
the phrase to find the cheeky saying of the 
week! 

Today’s clue: O equals U

EQO VNM’H GNE HKNH 

VURUYUCNHUQM AQM’H 

NARNMVZ, KQIZRZT, SQT UM 

ZRZTE INT HKZE XUYY EQO UM 

N MZI INE
ANSWER  IN NEXT WEEK

1 8 9 2 4 7 6 3 5
4 6 7 3 5 1 8 2 9
2 5 3 9 8 6 1 4 7
8 9 1 4 6 5 2 7 3
6 7 2 1 3 9 4 5 8
5 3 4 7 2 8 9 1 6
9 2 5 6 7 4 3 8 1
3 1 8 5 9 2 7 6 4
7 4 6 8 1 3 5 9 2

Sudoku
ANSWER  FOR LAST WEEK

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle 
based on a 9x9 grid with several given 

numbers. To solve a Sudoku puzzle, 
every digit must appear once in:

* Each of the vertical columns
* Each of the horizontal rows 

* Each of the boxes.

Sudoku
6 7 8 1 3 5 2 4 9
9 4 1 8 6 2 3 5 7
5 3 2 9 4 7 6 1 8
2 1 9 6 5 3 7 8 4
8 6 4 2 7 9 5 3 1
7 5 3 4 1 8 9 2 6
1 2 7 3 9 4 8 6 5
3 9 6 5 8 1 4 7 2
4 8 5 7 2 6 1 9 3

Hidden in this crisscrossing network of 
passageways is the name of the well-known 
community personality shown in the picture. 
Select a starting letter and trace this name 
with a continuous line. At no time may any 
letter or passage be re-used.

Inperson

SOLUTION FOR LAST WEEK
ADI GODREJ

M D T VA

K S A

I A HA

A R E RH

S P N

Each week we feature the 
brain teasing cryptoquip 
under the title SNEAKY 

CHEEKY. 
 The original name of the 

cryptoquip is a cryptogram, a type 
of puzzle which consists of a short 
piece of encrypted. text. Generally 
the cipher used to encrypt the text 
is simple enough that cryptogram 
can be solved by hand. Frequently 
used are substitution ciphers 
where each letter is replaced by 

a different letter or number. To 
solve the puzzle, one must recover 
the original The ciphers used in 
cryptograms were not originally 
created for entertainment 
purposes, but for real encryption 
of military or personal secrets! 

The first use of the cryptogram 
for entertainment purposes 
occurred during the Middle Ages 
by monks who had spare time for 
intellectual games. A manuscript 
found at Bamberg states that Irish 
visitors to the court of Merfyn 
Frych ap Gwraid (died 844),  the 
king of Gwynedd in Wales were 
given a cryptogram which could 
only be solved by transposing 
the letters from Latin into Greek. 
Around the thirteenth century, the 
English monk Roger Bacon wrote 
a book in which he listed seven 
cipher methods, and stated that “a 

man is crazy who writes a secret 
in any other way than one which 
will conceal it from the vulgar.” In 
the 19th century Edgar Allan Poe 
helped to popularize cryptograms 
with many newspaper and 
magazine articles.

Cryptograms based on 
substitution ciphers can often be 
solved by frequency analysis and 
by recognizing letter patterns in 
words, such as one letter words, 
which, in English, can only be 
“i” or “a” (and sometimes “o”). 
Double letters, apostrophes, 
and the fact that no letter can 
substitute for itself in the cypher 
also offer clues to the solution. 
Occasionally cryptogram puzzle 
makers will start the solver off 
with a few letters like in ours!

Best of luck!

NOT SO ‘SNEAKY CHEEKY’!
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FULL PAGE

REGULAR (150 cc) 30 cm x 5 cc Rs.22,500.00
FRONT - -
BACK (150 cc) 30 cm x 5 cc Rs.37,500.00
CENTRE (150 cc) 30 cm x 5 cc Rs.30,000.00

HALF PAGE
REGULAR (75 cc) 15 cm x 5 cc Rs.11,250.00
FRONT (65 cc) 13 cm x 5 cc Rs.19,500.00
BACK (75 cc) 15 cm x 5 cc Rs.18,750.00
CENTRE (75 cc) 15 cm x 5 cc Rs.15,000.00

60 cc
REGULAR Rs.09,000.00
FRONT Rs.18,000.00
BACK Rs.15,000.00
CENTRE Rs.12,000.00

40 cc
REGULAR Rs.06,000.00
FRONT Rs.12,000.00

BACK Rs.10,000.00
CENTRE Rs.08,000.00

30 cc
REGULAR Rs.04,500.00
FRONT Rs.09,000.00

BACK Rs.07,500.00
CENTRE Rs.06,000.00

Parsi Times Strip Special
REGULAR Rs.04,500.00 Rs.03,000.00
FRONT Rs.09,000.00 Rs.07,500.00

BACK Rs.07,500.00 Rs.06,000.00
CENTRE Rs.06,000.00 Rs.04,500.00

Your Ad Space

UNDERSTAND YOUR AD SPACE

Dear Readers, 
This is our first celebration with you and we want it to be extra special. 
For that reason our advertising rate remains the same as our regular rate. Our rates have 
always been and remain half of the rates of other Newspapers in the same genre and we invest 
heavily in space design and full colour quality paper. Our stories remain interesting and our 
coverage is getting better and better with your involvement and your valued feedback. 
We urge you to look at us a a new beginning where it is most sorely needed. 
We are buzzing with excitement over our first Pateti/ Parsi New Year Special  Issue slotted for release on Saturday, 13th of 
August, 2011. The issue will be released a week before the celebrations and gives our readers the chance to be inspired by our 
pages of Culture and Content and plough forward prepared, into the grand and meaningful Celebration! 
The issue will be placed across the city at accessible areas along with the regular distribution route. Our online issue will also be 
available for the many enquiring Community members overseas. All in all, content, coverage and distribution make us a great 
place to start an auspicious Parsi New Year. 
Please contact our team on 022-66330405 and advertise@parsi-times.com and they will create a special and effective space 
for you.  
We look forward to your patronage and your support.
Freyan

For Rs, 201/- create a wedding profile that 
does justice to you, with 2 pictures and 400 
characters.

PLACE ADS ON THE 
Front, Centre & Back Pages 

for the most ATTENTION
Front Page - @ Rs.300/- per cc
Back Page - @ Rs.250/- per cc

Centre Page - @ Rs.200/- per cc

FOR ALL REGULAR PAGES

We charge Rs.150/- per cc
Note: all our Ads are in Full Colour

REGULAR CLASSIFIED

In full colour @ Rs. 10/- per word 
& Rs. 15/- per CAPITAL WORD

A Max of  40 Words.

CAR & BIKE 
SPECIAL CLASSIFIED

Is  @ Rs. 50/-  
for a maximum of  20 words
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